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Platelet Biomimicry for Treating Vascular Disorders 

 

Abstract 

 

Targeted drug delivery to the endothelium poses a significant challenge in treatment of 

vascular disorders like stroke, atherosclerosis, cancer, etc. While several nanoparticle-based drug 

delivery systems have been developed to address this problem, their utility is limited by poor 

circulation lifetime and unfavorable transport properties, leading to low targeting efficiency. In 

contrast, natural platelets have evolved to possess an innate ability to localize near the vascular 

wall and bind to diseased sites of the endothelium via specific ligand-receptor interactions. Owing 

to these distinct features, platelets have garnered immense attention as a model candidate for 

biomimicry in the field of vascular targeted delivery.  

Taking cue from these blood cells, this thesis focuses on engineering polymeric platforms to 

develop vascular targeted carriers that mimic the bio-chemical and physico-mechanical features 

of natural platelets. Here, we report the development of polymer-peptide conjugates and layer-by-

layer (LbL) particles as synthetic platelet analogs for treatment of hemorrhagic and thrombotic 

conditions, respectively. The polymer-peptide conjugates have been shown to effectively halt 

bleeding in mouse tail laceration model. This hemostatic formulation provides advantages of 

facile, tunable synthesis and long-term stability, motivating its future development for point-of-

care administration in trauma situations. We also report another synthetic platelet design that 

mimics the discoidal geometry of platelets while integrating the clot targeting ability of their 
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natural counterparts. These LbL microcapsules have been designed for site-specific delivery of the 

biopharmaceutical drug, tissue plasminogen activator to blood clots for fibrinolysis. However, this 

platform can be further extended for the treatment of various other vascular and oncological 

disorders. 

In addition to development of new drug carriers, it is also important to understand the 

fundamental mechanisms by which they interact with their target organs. Particle geometry has 

been established as an important parameter governing their biological fate. Expanding on this 

knowledge, we investigated the role of shape and size of vascular targeted carriers in their transport 

through bloodstream, by testing wide array of functionalized polymeric particles in microfluidic 

devices. Implications from this study can be used to tune the design of particulate drug carriers to 

suit the desired therapeutic or diagnostic application.  
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1. Dissertation overview 
 

The vascular system is a vital transport network of the body owing to its non-invasive access 

of circulating blood to every organ. It provides a natural route for approaching targets like tumors, 

glands or neurons in oncological, gastrointestinal and neurological disorders, respectively. 

Vascular drug delivery forms a key rubric in clinical application owing to the dual function of 

vasculature as a target and as a transport route in diagnosis and treatment of a plethora of disorders. 

However, several diseased conditions like hemorrhage, thrombosis, atherosclerosis, ischemia, 

stroke, cancer, etc. can alter and damage the microenvironment of vascular endothelium, further 

disrupting the healthy functioning of this widespread transport network. This makes it an important 

target for clinical treatment. Therefore, the work presented in this dissertation focuses on targeted 

therapy for treatment of vascular disorders like hemorrhage and thrombosis, using platelet-mimetic 

strategies.  

Chapter 2 provides a brief introduction to targeted drug delivery systems with an emphasis on 

vascular targeting and nanomedicine. It further discusses the challenges associated with 

conventional vascular targeted carriers (VTCs) and how biomimicry could be a potential solution 

to overcome them.  

Platelets form an ideal biomimicry candidate for design of VTCs owing to their close 

interaction with endothelial walls in natural blood flow. Due to their active role in hematology, 

oncology and immunology, these blood cells have been a topic of wide research interest for years. 

Chapter 3 gives a brief summary of platelet biology, along with a detailed literature review on 

novel drug delivery approaches inspired by platelets. 

Taking cue from the hemostatic action of platelets, we have synthesized a facile hyaluronic 

acid-based injectable formulation to address the unmet need to halt internal bleeding. These 
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polymer-peptide conjugates have been found to reduce bleeding time by ~80% in mouse tail vein 

bleeding model. The detailed rationale, experimental design and results are provided in Chapter 4. 

Augmentation of hemostasis by point-of care administration of such synthetic platelets can 

overcome the limitations of natural platelet transfusion, thus possibly reducing the number of 

preventable deaths caused by traumatic hemorrhage.  

Platelets are termed as the ‘sentinels of vascular integrity’ because they flow close to the vessel 

walls owing to their distinct physico-mechanical features. Motivated by these findings, we have 

mimicked platelet morphology and clot targeting ability on layer-by-layer assembled particles, as 

described in Chapter 5. Ongoing work is directed towards utilizing this biomimetic platform for 

targeted delivery of tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) to occlusive clots in conditions like stroke, 

myocardial infarctions, etc. 

While several advances have been made in tuning materials and surface chemistry for VTC 

design, the effect of their geometry is relatively unexplored. Majority of VTCs in clinical and 

preclinical use can be categorized as spherical nanoparticles. However, computational studies 

suggest a strong influence of particulate morphology on their distribution across the vascular 

lumen, thus affecting their targeting performance. To this end, we performed in vitro experiments 

and in silico analysis utilizing particles of various geometries to understand how shape and size of 

VTCs together affect their vascular localization and retention under hemodynamic flow 

conditions. Chapter 6 elucidates our findings from this study where discoidal micron and sub-

micron particles were found to have better interactions with the flow chamber walls, compared to 

their spherical counterparts. 

Finally, this work intended to address the following overarching drug delivery questions: 
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i) Can we mimic physiological functions of biological systems using synthetic polymeric 

platforms? 

ii) How does the geometry of particulate drug carriers affect their performance in vivo? 

 

Chapter 7 summarizes important findings from this original research in an attempt to answer 

these questions and provide a comprehensive conclusion to the work done so far. It also discusses 

the implications and suggestions for future research pathways that can be built upon the 

information presented in this thesis. 
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2. Introduction 
 

2.1 Vascular disorders 

Vascular disorders encompass diseases of the circulatory system comprising arteries, veins and 

lymph vessels.1 These disorders can have severe consequences like abnormal blood pressure, 

uncontrolled bleeding, heart attacks, and stroke leading to high morbidity and mortality rates. 

Figure 2.1 shows top ten leading causes of deaths in the United States in 2016 and 2017, three of 

which are closely related to malfunctioning or injury to the vascular system - heart diseases, 

traumatic injuries and stroke.2  

 

Figure 2.1 Age-adjusted death rates for the 10 leading causes of death: United States, 2016 & 2017. A total of 

2,813,503 resident deaths were registered in the United States in 2017. The 10 leading causes accounted for 74.0% of 

all deaths in the United States in 2017. Causes of death are ranked according to number of deaths.2 

 

Vascular diseases range from hemorrhagic conditions - in which internal bleeding occurs due 

to injury or bursting of weak blood vessels, to occlusive conditions where uncontrolled growth of 

clots (thrombi) obstructs normal blood flow. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic representation of few 

common vascular pathologies. Arterial diseases like atherosclerosis are characterized by 
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deposition of plaque on the inner lining of muscular arteries due to elevated cholesterol levels. 

While the plaque itself obstructs normal blood flow and could lead to myocardial infarction, its 

embolization can cause brain aneurysm, leading to stroke.3 Venous diseases, also known as 

peripheral vascular diseases (PVD), are typically caused due to vascular valve malfunctioning in 

the deep veins of legs leading to conditions like deep vein thrombosis (DVT), varicose veins and 

chronic venous insufficiency.4 These cardiovascular diseases are the leading causes of morbidity 

and mortality around the world.5  Therefore significant preclinical and clinical research efforts are 

directed towards their effective diagnosis, prevention and treatment.  

 
Figure 2.2 Schematic representation of common vascular disorders  

 

2.2 Vascular targeting 

Development of vascular disorders involves a wide variety of cellular and biomolecular entities 

within the vascular compartment. Several new and improved drug molecules are being developed 

to target one or more components involved in the pathogenesis. However, the conventional route 

of systemically introducing these therapeutic molecules in their native form into the body has 

several disadvantages, limiting effectiveness of the drug compound.6 Firstly, free drug 

administered intravenously gets distributed throughout the vascular network. The resultant dilution 

of the injected dose, along with plasma-induced deactivation or modification lowers the overall 

bioavailability of the drug. This necessitates administration of higher or multiple dosage regimes 
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to maintain the therapeutic window and achieve clinical effect.7 Furthermore, lack of selectivity in 

drug accumulation and drug action may expose healthy tissues to the drug molecules which can 

cause debilitating side-effects like coagulopathy, neurotoxicity, nephrotoxicity and hemorrhage.5 

Therefore, addressing drug molecules to specific sites of the vasculature is extremely important 

for efficient diagnosis and treatment of vascular pathologies.  

 

2.2.1 Endothelium as a key vascular target 

Until recently, the vascular endothelium was considered merely as a passive ‘carpet’ to 

minimize inadvertent coagulation. However, increased understanding of endothelial biology has 

regarded this blood-tissue interface as one of the most important targets for therapeutic 

interventions. The vascular endothelium is a highly specialized cellular monolayer lining the 

luminal surface of blood vessels. While the endothelium is rich with varied cell subpopulations, 

techniques like proteomics and phage display have helped identify site specificity of these cells 

towards different drug molecules.8,9 For instance, pathological expression of selectins, cytokine 

receptors and cell adhesion molecules on the endothelial cells can be used as targets in treatment 

of inflammation, tumor growth and thrombosis. Endothelial cell determinants expressed on their 

caveoli also allow intra-cellular and trans-endothelial delivery.10 A wide variety of targeting 

molecules like antibodies and their fragments, affinity peptides, hormones, receptor ligands, etc. 

can be used to interact with these cell receptors. Exposure of sub-endothelial proteins on 

denudation of the vascular wall has also been explored as a target for peptide-mediated hemostatic 

therapies.11,12 Furthermore, researchers have also tapped into the phenotypical changes in 

endothelium to achieve targeting to tumors. At tumor sites, the leaky vasculature provides an easy 

pathway for nanoparticles to penetrate into the tissue via enhanced permeation and retention (EPR) 
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effect.13 Owing to this diversity of feasible targets and relatively easy access of endothelium, it is 

imperative to carefully identify receptors that are exclusive to the diseased condition of interest 

and target them specifically to provide effective, precise and safe therapeutic interventions.  

 

2.2.2 Vascular targeted carriers (VTCs) 

On determining the desired target receptor for vascular targeting, it is equally important to 

choose a suitable carrier to deliver the cargo to the site. While direct modification of drugs with 

targeting ligands has been explored for longer circulation lifetimes and targeting of blood 

components, this strategy can face issues related to bioactivity, stability and limited diffusion of 

the drug molecules.5 

These problems can be mitigated by delivering the drugs using a suitable carrier that can 

spatiotemporally control their release at the desired site. Often, this is achieved by delivering the 

drugs via particulate carriers, ranging from nanometer to micrometer scale. Drug delivery using 

such VTCs offers unique advantages like protection of drug from immune attack, ability to target 

a diseased vascular site, and controlled release of single or multiple drugs.14 In vitro and in vivo 

studies have shown that targeted nanocarriers can bind to specific molecules on the endothelial 

surface and facilitate delivery of therapeutics to, into and across the endothelial cells.15 This can 

potentially improve the diagnosis and treatment of a variety of diseases, while still utilizing the 

highly accessible vascular mode.  

Depending on the stability and release requirements, drugs can be either conjugated on the 

surface, dispersed within the matrix or encapsulated within the core of the particulate carriers, as 

shown in Figure 2.3. Polymeric particles, liposomes, metal nanoparticles and dendrimers have 

been widely investigated for targeted delivery of numerous therapeutics.7  
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Figure 2.3 Schematic representations of various drug delivery approaches using nanoparticles along with 

designs of commonly investigated particulate vehicles. [Reproduced with permission from Reference 5] 

 

The effectiveness of vascular targeting relies on the VTC ability to navigate the vasculature 

and specifically interact with target receptors and organs of the body. It is possible to achieve this 

either through passive or active targeting, as shown in Figure 2.4. Passive targeting relies on 

physical characteristics of the carriers along with the physiology of the target environment. 

Nanoparticle strategies exploiting the EPR effect for penetration into the tumor tissue from leaky 

vasculature sites can be categorized as passive targeting. Similarly, utilizing relatively large 

particles, in the range of 3 - 10 micron, can cause them to be accumulated in narrow vessels of the 

body.16 On the other hand, active targeting relies on specific interaction between the ligands and 

receptors for localized delivery.17 Surface of particulate carriers can be modified with ligands that 
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can interact with receptors that are overexpressed in the disease pathology of interest, allowing the 

carriers to locate their specific target in hemodynamic flow and bind to it for therapeutic action. 

Furthermore, active targeting can also be achieved by tuning the carrier sensitivity to external 

stimuli. For example, particulate carriers can be embedded with iron oxide nanoparticles for 

magnetic field-triggered targeting. This strategy is especially useful when the diseased site is 

highly inaccessible or lacks any specific pathophysiological receptors. 

 

Figure 2.4 Active targeting vs passive targeting strategies for particle based drug delivery systems [Reproduced 

with permission from Reference 10]. 

 

Active targeting can be implemented in treatment of several diseases, following the discovery 

of a plethora of targeting moieties like antibodies, peptides, proteins, small molecules, etc. About 

12 monoclonal antibody-based targeted cancer therapies have been approved by the Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) and are in clinical use.18 Active targeting strategies can also improve the 
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treatment of cardiovascular disorders, as these disorders are presented with the overexpression of 

many receptors on endothelial cells. For instance, atherosclerosis causes upregulation of 

inflammatory receptors like selectins (P and E), VCAM-1and ICAM-1, that can provide a selective 

route for actively targeting therapeutic carriers to the plaque site.19   

 

2.3 Challenges of VTCs 

While there has been substantial improvement in the design of VTCs over the years, only three 

families of such nanocarriers - iron oxide colloids, liposomes and albumin nanoparticles have 

made their way to clinics worldwide.20 Other therapeutic VTCs still need to overcome multiple 

hurdles before they are clinically accepted. Though the use of nano-carriers has promising 

advantages of enhanced specificity, improved pharmacokinetics and biodistribution, safety and 

control of drug activity, these systems face several biological barriers in achieving desired level of 

therapeutic action. 

Particulate DDSs are rapidly identified by the body through adsorption of immunoglobulin and 

complement activation. This results in their non-specific uptake by a network of phagocytic cells 

- bone marrow progenitors, blood monocytes, tissue macrophages and dendritic cells.21 The 

resulting rapid clearance by the reticuloendothelial system (RES) including liver, spleen and 

lymphatic nodes, as well as kidneys, lungs and bile tract significantly affects the biodistribution of 

the nanocarriers.22 

Furthermore, VTCs need to marginate and stay adhered to the vascular wall under 

hemodynamic flow in order to interact with their targets. Conventional spherical nanocarriers 

experience minimal lateral drift in blood flow, thereby resulting in their poor interaction with 

vessel wall. Following adhesion, they can get readily detached from their target surface owing to 
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the detaching drag forces acting on them. All these factors result in poor targeting efficiency of 

the VTCs. Thus, the optimization of VTCs’ design remains an important challenge in drug delivery 

research. 

An ideal VTC requires to sustain extended periods of circulation and laterally drift through 

blood flow to interact and stay attached to the vessel wall under hemodynamic flow for a time-

scale necessary for its therapeutic or diagnostic action. While carrier longevity can be improved 

by modification of surface chemistry, stealth coating with hydrophilic molecules like polyethylene 

glycol, or CD47  ‘self-marker’ ligands,23 non-spherical carrier geometry can improve the vascular 

transport and interaction, as discussed in Chapter 6. 

Regardless of the ligand/receptor pair for targeting, VTCs can be tuned using various other 

factors like material, size, shape, deformability, surface charge, etc. to deliver the intended 

cargo.24,25 These degrees of freedom provide endless opportunities for the design and engineering 

of carriers to effectively target diseased cells or tissues, one of them being biomimicry.  

 

2.4 Biomimicry as a potential solution 

Over eons of evolution, biological systems have reached an unparalleled sophistication in their 

performance. For example, natural blood cells perform all their functions efficiently without facing 

any of the challenges faced by synthetic vascular carriers. While most nanocarriers get cleared 

from the body within a day, red blood cells easily circulate in the blood for around 120 days.26 

Pathogens such as bacteria and viruses can easily cross the biological barriers and attack their 

target sites.27 Such exceptional qualities of natural particulates make them an attractive inspiration 

for the design of drug delivery vehicles. Also, the wide array of nano- and microscale entities in 

nature, from spiral-shaped bacteria to biconcave red blood cells hints at the importance of shape 
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in biology. Furthermore, the distinct features like size, rigidity, surface texture and chemistry of 

such biological entities allow them to perform their native functions efficiently and with great 

specificity.  

Hence, mimicking the nature to improve the design of synthetic systems has been a popular 

concept over a long time. While bio-mimetic or biologically-inspired systems can provide 

alternative to harvesting natural products, they also offer leverage to tailor the system properties 

to achieve precisely controlled performance. For instance, hitchhiking nanoparticles on RBC 

surface can not only improve their circulation time significantly but also allow targeting specific 

organs.26  Furthermore, synthetic layer-by-layer assemblies can be tuned to mimic natural RBC 

structure along with their ability to transport oxygen.28  

With respect to vascular targeting, platelets present a model candidate for biomimicry owing 

to their close interaction with blood vessel walls. Their active involvement in numerous 

pathophysiological phenomena has triggered a wide interest in exploring their unique features for 

improved drug delivery. Using platelet-biomimetic platforms can potentially help overcome the 

current challenges and achieve the desired goal of effective vascular targeting. 
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3. Platelets in drug delivery 
 

3.1 Platelet biology 

Platelets are small, circulating anucleate cell fragments derived from megakaryocytes and 

regulated by thrombopoietin.29,30 They play a vital role in various physiological and pathological 

conditions.31 In normal physiology, they perform important functions like hemostasis, release of 

growth factors and modulation of immune and inflammatory processes.32–34  

In event of vascular injury, they repair the endothelial damage by formation of a platelet plug 

to arrest bleeding. This physiological process, called hemostasis occurs in two major steps.35 

Primary hemostasis comprising of platelet plug formation at injury site is followed by secondary 

hemostasis which is governed by the controlled release of several factors to activate the 

coagulation cascade. This cascade leads to the deposition of insoluble fibrin strands which form a 

mesh around the platelet plug and stabilize the blood clot under hemodynamic flow. These two 

processes occur simultaneously and are mechanistically interdependent. (Figure 3.1) Also, it is 

very crucial to maintain a balance between the pro- and anti-thrombotic factors to avoid thrombosis 

and hemorrhage, respectively. 

 

Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram showing major stages in hemostasis: On encountering a vessel injury, platelets form 

a physical plug at the site and undergo activation to release clotting factors required for the formation of a stable blood 

clot, which undergoes cleavage by plasmin after the wound healing process is completed.36 
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 These complex processes involved in hemostasis are facilitated by the distinct physico-

mechanical features and specific biochemical interactions of platelets with sub-endothelial 

components exposed at injury site. Natural quiescent platelets are biconvex discoid in shape, 

around 2 - 5 μm in diameter and 0.5 μm in thickness, with a flexible cell membrane (~50 kPa).37–

39 This allows them to flow closely to the endothelial wall for higher vascular interaction due to 

margination in the presence of red blood cells under flow.40,41 These physical properties, along 

with a wide array of surface receptors help the platelets to tether to the damaged blood vessels with 

high efficiency.42 Following the arrest of platelets from the blood flow at the target site, rapid 

conversion to stable adhesion is necessary for plug formation to stop bleeding. The extracellular 

matrix (ECM) contains several adhesive proteins like collagen, von Willebrand factor (vWF), 

laminin, fibronectin and thrombospondin which interact with specific receptors on the platelet 

surface, promoting platelet adhesion to the wall.43 Platelet surface glycoprotein GPIb-IX-V 

complex interacts with vWF secreted and deposited locally from the injured endothelium via 

GPIbα extracellular domain.44 This adhesive interaction is further supplemented by binding of 

platelet surface glycoproteins GPIa-IIa and GPVI with sub- endothelial collagen.45 Glycoprotein 

Ib (GPIb), another ligand of P-selectin also plays an active role in establishing a transient bond 

that slows down platelets.34  On stable adhesion to the injury site, agonists like adenosine 

diphosphate (ADP) and thrombin activate the platelets and transform them into a stellate (star-

like) irregular shape with pseudopod projections, governed by reorganization of the actin 

cytoskeleton.37,46–48 Figure 3.2 shows the structural differences between the non-activated and 

activated platelet forms. This leads to conformational changes in the surface receptors for specific 

adhesion to the denuded endothelium. The activated platelets interact with each other via platelet 

surface integrin GPIIb-IIIa while also binding to native blood protein fibrinogen (Fg). This allows 
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bridging of the activated platelets at the injury site to form a primary hemostatic plug.49 The 

activated platelets further release clotting factors to trigger the coagulation cascade, thus 

strengthening the clot via fibrin strand formation.48  Within the hemostatic fibrin matrix, activated 

platelets release dense granules and α-granules containing a variety of growth factors, chemokines, 

cytokines, and pro-adhesive molecules that recruit inflammatory and regenerative cells for wound 

healing process.50 Furthermore, the granule contents can also regulate angiogenesis by release of 

pro- and anti-angiogenic factors.51  

 

Figure 3.2 Quiescent and activated platelets: Scanning electron micrographs showing (a) discoidal natural platelets, 

and (b) stellate (star-shaped) activated platelets with pseudopodal extensions providing increased surface area for 

interaction with damaged endothelial wall.52 

 

This self-propagating mechanism of clot formation, however, requires tight regulation to avoid 

uncontrolled platelet aggregation, which can occlude blood vessels. Under normal circumstances, 

endothelial cells produce inhibitory chemicals like prostacyclin and nitric oxide to limit the growth 

of thrombus to the site of injury.53 Furthermore, as the injury heals, the blood clot is digested 

through action of the enzyme plasmin catalyzed by tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) or urokinase 

(uPA).  

While resting platelets circulate in the blood as sentinels of vascular integrity, they can also be 

rapidly activated on encountering pathological conditions. Unregulated platelet aggregation can 
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thereby contribute to cardiovascular disorders such as myocardial infarction, stroke, peripheral 

vascular disease, etc. which result in majority of morbidity and deaths worldwide.54,55 Arterial and 

venous thrombi can lead to life threatening conditions depending on the site of clot formation or 

emboli dislodgement. Furthermore, platelets are closely associated with cancer pathophysiology 

and various infections.56–59 

 

3.2 Platelet-based drug delivery strategies 

Owing to their intricate involvement in various physiological and pathological conditions, 

platelets form a very attractive model for designing drug delivery carriers. The exceptional ability 

of platelets to flow close to the vessel wall and bind selectively to the target damaged endothelium 

is of great interest to researchers in the field of vascular drug delivery. Moreover, platelets remain 

in circulation for 8-10 days, which is longer than most synthetic carriers currently in research.60,61 

Platelets are also known to interact with circulating tumor cells (CTCs) during the process of 

metastasis.62,63 This phenomenon can be used for designing platelet-targeted antitumor therapy to 

destroy the evasive CTCs. Therefore, engineering these versatile cells could possibly overcome 

numerous challenges faced in delivering drugs to the vasculature and the tissue beyond it. 

Furthermore, mimicking their distinct physico-mechanical and bio-chemical interactions using 

biomaterials can also prove to be a potential solution for developing synthetic platelet analogs to 

overcome the limitations of current transfusion therapy - limited availability, potential 

immunogenicity and short shelf life.64 The exceptional ability of these blood cells to circulate for 

a long time and selectively interact with a variety of biological targets has drawn the attention of 

researchers in the field of vascular drug delivery.  Figure 3.3 illustrates the different strategies in 
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drug delivery that draw inspiration from the pathophysiological functions of natural platelets in 

the body. 

 

Figure 3.3 Illustration of platelet-inspired drug delivery strategies: Participation of platelets in various 

physiological and pathological activities, like hemostasis, tumor metastasis and immunology has motivated scientists 

to device strategies like (1) platelet engineering; (2) platelet hitchhiking; (3) platelet membrane coating; (4) synthetic 

platelets; (5) platelet-controlled drug release systems.[Reproduced with permission from Reference 61]  

 

3.2.1 Platelet modification 

Cell surface modification is the most common way of engineering cell functions to suit the 

required therapeutic application.61 Abundant primary amine and thiol residues on platelet surface 

makes it a lucrative substrate for chemical conjugation of targeting ligands to interact with its 

microenvironment. Within circulation, platelet interaction  protects CTCs from immune system, 
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while also promoting their arrest at the endothelium for secondary tumor growth.62,65 Combining 

these ideas, Zhen Gu’s group conjugated anti-PDL1, a monoclonal antibody against programmed-

death ligand 1, on platelet surface via a covalent approach using a bifunctional maleimide linker.66 

On activation, these engineered platelets effectively released the conjugated immunotherapeutic 

anti-PDL1 via platelet-derived microparticles, thus targeting the CTCs in the bloodstream. This 

acts as a checkpoint inhibitor delivery platform for postsurgical cancer immunotherapy after 

primary tumor resection. Similarly, Hu et al. reported the conjugation of anti-programmed death-

1 (anti-PD1) decorated platelets to hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) to suppress the growth and 

recurrence of leukemia in mice.67 Using the ability of HSCs to migrate to the bone marrow, the 

HSC-platelet-anti-PD-1 conjugate could locally release the apoptotic moiety on platelet activation 

to enhance anti-leukemia immune response in diseased mice. This surface modification and 

triggered release strategy can be potentially explored for the delivery of fibrinolytic and hemostatic 

molecules in vascular disorders as well. 

Apart from cell membrane, the cytoplasmic contents of platelets have also been modified using 

well-established methods like electroporation, engulfment by platelets, etc. Rao et al. loaded gold 

nanorods into platelets by electroporation for targeted photothermal therapy (PTT) in head and 

neck squamous cell carcinoma, allowing additional recruitment of platelets at the PTT-induced 

tumor injury.68 Platelets have been shown to internalize fluorescent beads, viruses, etc. within α-

granules via an open canalicular pathway, and release them during platelet activation.69 Based on 

these findings, an anticancer cytokine interferon-g induced protein 10 (IP10)-loaded platelets were 

prepared through ex vivo incubation by Li and coworkers.70 These modified platelets exhibited 

tumor targeting as well as increased anti-tumor immunity. On similar lines, Xu et al. utilized the 

open canalicular system of platelets for loading doxorubicin (DOX), a small molecule 
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chemotherapeutic drug inside the platelets for treatment of lymphoma.71 While DOX loading did 

not induce any morphological and functional changes in the platelets, their surface conjugation 

with anti-CD22 monoclonal antibodies facilitated targeted delivery of its cargo to tumor cells via 

‘tumor cell-induced platelet aggregation (TCIPA)’ phenomenon. Encapsulation not only 

prolonged longer retention time of DOX without systemic side-effects, but also improved the 

drug’s therapeutic efficacy. 

Scientists have also attempted to remove interfering cytoplasmic contents from platelets to 

alleviate or improve diseased conditions. While platelets are crucial for maintaining vascular 

integrity, their hyperactivation can be lethal. Donald Ingber’s group used detergent extraction of 

human platelets to develop platelet decoys with retained ability to bind to injured endothelium, but 

prevent aggregation to reversibly inhibit the platelet activation cascade.72 Moreover, these decoys 

also arrested metastatic tumor growth by decreasing platelet interaction and extravasation of breast 

cancer cells. 

 

3.2.2 Genetic engineering 

Ex vivo processing of platelets, as described in Section 3.2.1, requires careful handling for 

prevention of inadvertent activation, and strict examination of platelet function before re-infusion. 

However, genetic modification can facilitate stability and mass production of functional platelets.61 

Since platelets are anucleate, most attempts to genetically engineer them have been focused on 

their precursor cells. Inspired by the physical association between platelets and CTCs, various 

groups are exploring the blockade of platelet-CTC interactions to boost tumor immunity or 

eradicate residual cancer cells post-surgery. Li et al. genetically engineered hematopoietic stem 

and progenitor cells (HSPCs) to generate platelets expressing surface-bound tumor necrosis factor-
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related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL).73 The TRAIL-expressing platelets could significantly 

reduce metastases in prostate cancer model in mice by specific induction of apoptosis in tumor 

cells. Another study by Zhang and coworkers demonstrated genetic modification of 

megakaryocyte (MK) progenitor cells to express programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1) on 

platelet surface for similar anti-metastatic action.74 Due to the hemostatic action of platelets, 

platelet transfusion is routinely used for the treatment of bleeding complications in patients. 

Currently, one of the major challenges with this treatment is the need for extensive screening and 

serological testing of donor blood for possible immunogenicity.64 Most commonly, transfused 

patients develop antibodies against histocompatibility leukocyte antigen (HLA) Class I present on 

the platelet surface posing a risk for rejection.75 Genome editing technologies have made it possible 

to generate HLA Class I null platelets by β2-microtubulin deletion, as reported by Lawrence et 

al.76 This approach can be used for the production of universal platelets , thus overcoming the 

limitation of immunogenicity.  

Integration of drug delivery advances with gene therapy has led to the development of 

protocells that enable transcription inside of liposomes.77 Chan and coworkers designed a light 

controlled ribonucleic acid (RNA)-synthesizing nanoliposome system that can be delivered to 

platelets to directly transcript exogenous RNA inside them. This strategy can allow synthesis of 

therapeutic proteins in platelets, while bypassing the challenges associated with nuclear delivery 

in their precursor cells.61,77  

To summarize, platelets are one of the most suitable cell types for gene editing, considering 

their active involvement in hemostasis and tumor metastasis. Furthermore, their anucleate nature 

makes them an ideal candidate for transfusion after genetic modification.76 With recently emerged 

genome editing technologies like zinc finger nucleases, TALENs and CRISPR/ Cas9, the existing 
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challenges in modification of platelets or their precursor cells can be overcome. These technologies 

can be utilized for the clinical scale editing of cells, synthesis of recombinant proteins from the 

edited cells and release of this cargo at specific target sites in the body.  

 

3.2.3 Platelet membrane cloaking 

The platelet membrane is enriched with numerous surface receptors which interact with a wide 

range of agonists and adhesive proteins. These receptors play a major role in determining the 

specific cellular identity of platelets. In fact, because of the relatively small size of these anucleate 

cells, their membrane and membrane proteins constitute a larger proportion of cellular mass as 

compared to other cells.78 Owing to the steady acceleration in knowledge about the platelet 

receptors and their functions, researchers have extracted this versatile, multi-functionalized 

biological membrane or its components to cloak drug delivery vehicles for bypassing immune 

clearance and achieving effective targeting in cardiovascular disorders and cancer. Figure 3.4 

shows a schematic representation of platelet membrane-based therapeutic vehicles.  

Since hemostasis is the primary function of platelets, their major receptors have a direct role in 

adhering to the damaged endothelial sites, activating platelets and bridging with other activated 

platelets for thrombus formation. Some of these adhesive and signaling molecules include 

receptors for collagen, adenosine diphosphate (ADP), adenosine triphosphate (ATP), thrombin and 

receptors for coagulation factors, among many others.78 The expression and conformation of these 

surface receptors is regulated by platelet phenotype, and thus surrounding microenvironment. For 

example, when platelet agonists are elevated, upregulation of receptors like integrin aIIbb3 

GPIIbIIIa, GPIb-V-IX and p-selectin promotes platelet adhesiveness to perform hemostasis, tissue 

repair or tumor metastasis.79 Reconstitution of platelet membrane fraction containing 15 such 

membrane glycoproteins, including GPIb, GPIIbIIIa and GPIV into liposomes led to 42% 
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Figure 3.4 Schematic representation of platelet-membrane based drug delivery vehicles. Following extraction, 

platelet membranes can be used as functional synthetic platelets or as a targeting robe for conventional drug carriers 

like liposomes or polymeric nanoparticles. [Reproduced with permission from Reference 80] 

 

reduction in tail bleeding times of thrombocytopenic rats, following their injection.81  The ability 

of these ‘plateletsomes’ to adhere to the injury site and aggregate with other liposomes and 

platelets may provide a basis for a clinically applicable substitute for platelet transfusions.82 On 

similar lines, Cypress Bioscience Incorporated (San Diego, CA) has manufactured infusible 

platelet membranes, called IPM CyplexTM from the lysis and sterilization of fresh or outdated 

blood bank human platelets.83 While phase I and II clinical trials with IPM CyplexTM have provided 

evidence for cessation of bleeding in healthy and thrombocytopenic patients, results of phase III 

studies were not reported. 

The membrane coating technology can also be extended to living cells in order to enhance their 

functionality. Recently, Tang et al. demonstrated improved heart function using enhanced vascular 

delivery of cardiac stem cells (CSCs) at sites of myocardial infarction, by infusion of platelet 

nanovesicles into the CSC membrane.84 This design not only represents a promising delivery 
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platform for ischemia/reperfusion (I/R) injuries, but also has opened new avenues in regenerative 

medicine. 

Apart from adhesive and platelet-bridging receptors, the platelet membrane also presents a 

large number of immunomodulatory glycoproteins including C1- inhibitor, CD55, CD59 and 

CD47.85  These receptors govern the immunological activities of platelets, such as antimicrobial 

host defense, inflammation, tumor growth and metastasis.78 Platelets interact with tumor cells 

through direct binding or secretion of chemokines. Drawing inspiration from this biological 

phenomenon, natural or genetically engineered platelet membranes have been explored as drug 

delivery vehicles to mimic platelet features. Hu and colleagues reported platelet-membrane-

cloaked poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) nanoparticles with reduced phagocytosis and no 

complement activation in autologous human plasma.86 Furthermore, these nanoparticles displayed 

selective adhesion to damaged vasculature and platelet-adhering pathogens. Gu’s group developed 

a nanogel coated with platelet membrane for the sequential delivery of an anticancer protein 

TRAIL and DOX, to CTCs and primary tumor site.87  

While this strategy is being explored in various diseased conditions, it is important to 

investigate the effect of template size, rigidity and shape as these factors have been shown to 

contribute towards recognition and clearance from the body.88,89 Furthermore, C1q interactions 

with platelets are also known to trigger inflammatory and thrombotic responses.90 Such 

immunogenicity of natural cells and thus ability to trigger the complement system should also be 

taken into consideration while designing cell membrane-based nanotherapeutics.89 
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3.2.4 Platelet-inspired controlled drug delivery 

The dynamic physiology of platelets has motivated the development of various controlled drug 

delivery strategies. For instance, Palange et al. reported the potential of platelet-like deformable 

discoidal nanoconstructs to achieve effective vascular margination in therapeutic and diagnostic 

applications.91  

Furthermore, blood vessel contraction following injury induces high shear force-triggered 

granule release from platelets marking their activation. Such sensitive payload release has been 

mimicked by Korin et al. where microaggregates break up into nanoscale components on 

encountering abnormally high   shear stresses.92 This strategy has been utilized to successfully 

dissolve blood clots through delivery of thrombolytic particles to clot microenvironments.  

On the other hand, similar strategy can be developed for augmenting hemostasis, as 

demonstrated by Lam group.93 Fibrin clot contraction by platelets during secondary hemostasis 

was harnessed to allow release of clotting factor from deformable porous fibrinogen-coated 

microcapsules. Contractile forces by activated platelets caused particle rupture and platelet-

triggered burst release of the payload. Further advances in this direction can allow us to take 

advantage of the natural platelet dynamics to improve the design and accurate responsiveness of 

DDSs in various vascular disorders.   

 

3.2.5 Synthetic platelets 

Inspired by the exceptional vascular targeting ability of platelets and their key role in 

hemostasis, several attempts have been made so far to mimic the actions involved in this 

phenomenon as shown in Figure 3.5 - migration, adhesion, aggregation and fibrin clot stabilization. 
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Figure 3.5 Different stages of platelet response to vascular injury. Adapted from: 

http://med.monash.edu.au/assets/images/boxhill/ps-fig1.jpg  

 

An early attempt to functionalize red blood cells (RBCs) with fibrinogen-derived RGD peptide 

for aggregatory action in hemostasis opened up a wide array of synthetic platelet designs.94 

Fibrinogen-coated albumin microparticles reduced bleeding in severely thrombocytopenic 

rabbits.95 Researchers have also demonstrated hemostatic ability of PLGA nanoparticles decorated 

with RGD peptides through improved survival rate in rodents and pigs with lethal trauma 

injuries.96,97  

To mimic mechanisms of platelet adhesion, Takeoka, et al. conjugated liposomes with 

recombinant GPIba receptors that can adhere to vWF under flow.98 Liposomes reconstituted with 

platelet surface proteins GPIa-IIa and GPVI also demonstrated shear-independent binding to sub-

endothelial collagen.99  

For natural platelets, the interplay between adhesion and aggregation is critical to induce a 

stable hemostatic plug. While adhesive designs can superficially plug the injured endothelial wall, 

they cannot recruit enough activated platelets required to form a stable clot. On the other hand, 

RGD-based aggregatory platforms pose a risk of developing poorly anchored clot that can dislodge 

and cause embolism. Therefore, in a bid to integrate the adhesive and aggregatory functionalities 
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on a clinically relevant platform, Ravikumar et al. hetero-multivalently decorated liposomes with 

three peptides: vWF binding peptide (VBP, TRYLRIHPQSWVHQI), collagen binding peptide 

(CBP, [GPO]7) and cyclic RGD peptide (cRGD, cyclo-CNPRGDY(-OEt)RC).100 This 

multifunctionality has resulted in enhanced hemostatic performance of these liposomes 

(SynthoPlates) as demonstrated in mouse tail transection model and more recently published 

porcine model of traumatic arterial hemorrhage.12,101 

While biochemical interactions of platelet receptors with their targets are essential for vascular 

monitoring, they are strongly mediated by the distinct morphology of platelets.  Following this 

cue, Doshi et al. reported layer-by-layer assembly for synthesizing soft discoidal particles.102 On 

surface conjugation with GPIbα receptors, these platelet-mimetic particles showed an enhanced 

binding to vWF under flow in microfluidic devices as compared to their rigid, spherical 

counterparts. This finding highlights the influence of morphology on vascular target interaction. 

As a natural extension, Anselmo et al. designed hetero-multivalent soft nano-discoids and achieved 

~65% reduction in mouse tail bleeding model.11 

While margination, adhesion and aggregation of platelets are the main steps in primary 

hemostasis, consolidation of this plug by fibrin strands is necessary for its retention throughout the 

wound healing process.35 Recent approaches to design synthetic platelet analogs are modeled on 

targeting components of secondary hemostasis - clotting factors and fibrin.  Deformable ultra-low 

crosslinked poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-acrylic acid) (pNIPAm-AAc) microgels developed by 

Barker group can actively collapse fibrin networks through specific interactions and thus augment 

clot contraction in vivo.103 Similarly, POLYSTAT induces hemostasis by cross linking the fibrin 

matrix within clots, mimicking the function of transglutaminase factor XIII.104 This engineered 

polymeric platform can be used for clot modulation in wide-ranging therapeutic applications 
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related to congenital clotting disorders. Taking advantage of tissue factor exposed upon vessel 

disruption, Morgan et al. developed self-assembling peptide amphiphile nanofibers that show 

targeted binding to tissue factor and subsequently halt bleeding in hemorrhagic injuries.105 

While several advances are being made to improve the design of synthetic platelets, delivering 

them into damaged tissue against outward flow of blood at the bleeding site is challenging. To 

address this issue, Baylis et al. have developed carbonate and tranexamic acid based self-propelled 

microparticles that travel upstream through blood and deliver their thrombin cargo into the 

vasculature of wounds.106 While hemostatic efficacy has been already demonstrated, this strategy 

of self-fueled particles can be used to solve delivery challenges faced in targeting deep tissues, 

tumors, etc.  

Thus, advancement in knowledge of platelet biology and material science has given rise to a 

vast variety of approaches for effective treatment of vascular and oncologic disorders. However, 

further investigation for their contraindications on our native physiology is needed before clinical 

translation of these carriers.  
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4. Intravenously promoting coagulation through 

peptide-mediated action of hyaluronic acid 
 

4.1 Introduction 

For decades, traumatic injury has been the leading cause of death in populations aged 1- 46 

years, and 30-40 % of these deaths are associated with uncontrollable blood loss in the initial hours, 

in both civilian and military situations.107–110 Rapid intervention to induce blood clot formation 

can improve the survival rates in trauma patients significantly.111 However, currently available on-

site interventions like tourniquets and topical hemostatic dressings can only cater to external 

wounds. For internal incompressible bleeding, platelet transfusion remains the primary clinical 

treatment to halt hemorrhagic bleeding. Though effective, there are several challenges associated 

with point-of-care administration of this natural blood product - (i) short shelf life (5 to 7 days) 

with stringent storage requirements,112 (ii) extensive pre-screening to avoid immunogenicity 

issues,113–115 and (iii) high risk of biological contamination.116,117 Even in sterile clinical settings, 

shortage of platelet supply from donors adds to the logistical challenge of maintaining platelet 

inventory for treating bleeding complications in patients with surgery-associated hemorrhage, 

oncologic clotting disorders, and chemo/radiotherapy-induced myelosuppression, besides 

trauma.64,118 Therefore, there is an unmet need to develop intravenous hemostats that can overcome 

the aforementioned challenges and promote rapid clot formation at inaccessible injury sites. 

To that end, several attempts have been made to develop platelet substitutes that either initiate 

or supplement the natural hemostasis process.64 Particle-based intravenous hemostats have drawn 

particular attention owing to the proven advantages of nanoparticles in targeted drug delivery. 

Notable examples are albumin microspheres,95 liposomes,82 poly(L-lactic-co-glycolic acid) 
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(PLGA) nanoparticles119, layer-by-layer (LbL) assembled discoidal nanoparticles84, and poly(N-

isopropylacrylamide-co-acrylic acid) (pNIPAm-AAc) microgels103 that have shown significant 

improvement in the kinetics of hemostasis. However, most micro- and nanoparticles get rapidly 

cleared from the bloodstream by the reticuloendothelial system (RES) or phagocytotic uptake, and 

may also induce complement activation and cause adverse cardiopulmonary reactions.120–122 These 

carriers also have key stability issues pertaining to ambient storage conditions and resuspension.123 

Improper reconstitution of lyophilized formulations can form aggregates that compromises the 

safety of intravascular administration.  

Owing to these challenges faced by particulate platforms, recent efforts are focused on 

achieving hemostasis by directly using macromolecular entities.104 On screening literature for such 

candidates for hemostasis, our attention was attracted by hyaluronic acid (HA), one of the key 

components of endothelial glycocalyx that plays a fundamental role in maintaining the vascular 

integrity.124 Besides, HA and fibrin are the primary macromolecular regulators during wound 

healing process following vascular injury.125 Shortly after tissue injury with vascular denudation, 

there is an increase in the HA content of the wound, following which it binds to the fibrin clot and 

reorganizes the clot into an HA-fibrin matrix. This matrix, along with collagens from ECM, 

promotes cell infiltration for formation of new healthy tissue. Additionally, HA is relatively easy to 

functionalize owing to its multiple functional groups,  and so far a variety of hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic moieties have been conjugated to the HA backbone.126 Apart from chemical properties, 

HA can also be easily modified to tune its physical properties like solubility, rate of degradation, 

viscosity, etc. that can lead to various forms like gels, tubes, sheets, meshes, etc. The non-antigenicity 

and easy commercial availability of this biopolymer has further accelerated the clinical translation of 
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HA-based products, making it an ideal platform for developing synthetic platelets for point-of care 

administration. 

Following this rationale, we designed our hyaluronic acid-peptide conjugates to be platelet 

substitutes as shown in Figure 4.1. We chose previously reported von Willebrand factor-binding 

peptide (VBP) and collagen-binding peptide (CBP) to localize the binding of conjugates to the sub-

endothelial proteins exposed at the injury sites and minimize risk of systemic toxicity11,12,101. The 

optimized formulations showed a significant decrease in the bleeding time and bleeding volume in 

vivo. Taken together, the facile synthesis, robust room temperature stability and potential of hyaluronic 

acid in augmenting the wound healing process make these hyaluronic acid-peptide conjugates an ideal 

intravenous hemostatic agent.  

 

Figure 4.1 Graphical schematic of the proposed hemostatic process of hyaluronic acid - peptide conjugates, 

following vascular injury. The conjugates bind to the subendothelial proteins exposed at injury site and recruit 

activated platelets to further augment the clotting process.  
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4.2 Materials and methods  

 

4.2.1 Synthesis of HA-peptide conjugates 

Hyaluronic acid (HA, 250 kDa) purchased from Creative PEGWorks (Chapel Hill, NC) was 

fluorescently labeled with Alexa Fluor 647 ® Hydrazide (AF 647, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

Waltham, MA) for all studies to facilitate detection in subsequent assays. Crosslinking reagents 1-

ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC·HCl) and N-

hydroxysulfosuccinimide sodium salt (Sulfo-NHS), as well as dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) solvent 

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Peptides including collagen-binding peptide 

(CBP; [GPO]7H) and vWF-binding peptide (VBP; TRYLRIHPQSQVHQI) were commercially 

obtained from GenScript USA, Inc (Piscataway, NJ). All materials were used from their indicated 

commercial sources without further purification. Deionized (DI) water from a MilliQ Plus system 

(Millipore, Schwalbach, Germany) was used for all experiments.  

For fluorescent labeling of HA, the polymer was dissolved in DI water at 10 mg/mL under 

constant stirring for 1 hour at room temperature. EDC·HCl (2 × molar excess of fluorescent dye) 

was dissolved in 1:1 DMSO : water at 50 mg/mL and added to the HA solution immediately. 0.3% 

mole of AF 647 relative to HA disaccharide units were dissolved in DI water (5mg/mL) and added 

to the reaction mixture. After 24 hours of reaction, the fluorescent HA was purified by precipitation 

in ethanol. On redissolution of the precipitated polymer in DI water, the solution was transferred 

to SpectrumTM Spectra/PorTM 3 RC dialysis membrane tubing (MWCO 10 kDa, Fisher Scientific, 

Pittsburgh, PA) and dialyzed against a large excess amount of DI water for 24 hours (3 times water 

changes), followed by lyophilization.  
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Figure 4.2: Reaction scheme for conjugation of fluorescent dye and peptides to HA; moieties are linked to the 

polymeric backbone via amide bond between the carboxyl groups of HA and amine groups of dye or peptides. 

 

Resultant AF 647-HA was used for further conjugation with CBP and VBP using similar 

EDC/sulfo-NHS chemistry. The polymer was dissolved in 1:1 mixture of DI water and DMSO at 

7.5mg/mL under constant stirring for 1 hour at room temperature. Sulfo-NHS (2 × molar excess 

of peptides) was dissolved in DI water at 150 mg/mL and EDC·HCl (2 × molar excess of 

fluorescent dye) was dissolved in DMSO at 50 mg/mL. Both solutions were freshly prepared and 

added to the HA solution and stirred for 1 hour at room temperature to activate the carboxyl groups 

of the polymer. Based on conjugates desired, 10 mol % of CBP (2026 Da, 50 mg/mL) and/or 10 

mol% of VBP (1876.2 Da, 50 mg/mL) in DMSO solution were added to the activated polymer 

solution. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 24 hours at room temperature. The products 

were purified by precipitation in ethanol and dialysis (SpectrumTM Spectra/PorTM 3 RC dialysis 

membrane tubing, MWCO 10 kDa, Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) against a large excess 

amount of DMSO/DI water solution for three days (50%, 70%, and 90% DMSO solution, each for 

one day) and pure DI water for another four days (solvent renewal: twice daily). The fluorescent 

HA-peptide conjugates were then freeze-dried and stored at -20°C till further use. 
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4.2.2 Chemical characterization 

The HA-peptide conjugates were characterized by proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H 

NMR). Polymer conjugates were dissolved in deuterated water (D2O), and 1H NMR spectra were 

obtained on Agilent DD2 600-MHz NMR Spectrometer (Santa Clara, CA) with MNova 10.0.1 

(Mesretlab Research, Spain) processing software. The chemical shifts were represented in parts 

per million (ppm), with reference to the signal for D2O at 4.79 ppm. The amount of conjugated 

peptides in the reaction products was quantified by comparing the characteristic peaks from 

peptides and HA in the 1H NMR spectra. 

Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) analysis was carried out on a Viscotek 270max GPC 

system (Malvern Instruments Ltd., UK), equipped with GPCmax solvent and sample delivery 

module, a TDA 305 triple detector, a UV detector 2600 and OmniSec software. A set of two GPC 

columns (TSKgel® G5000SWXL and TSKgel® G3000SWXL) were eluted with triple filtered 0.2 

M NaNO3 and 0.01 M NaH2PO4 (pH 6.8) aqueous solution at a flow rate of 0.6 ml/min at 35 °C. 

Polymer conjugates were dissolved in water or saline and filtered through a 0.22 μm filter. 100 μL 

of the polymer solutions were injected each time.  Light scattering detector with 670 nm laser was 

used to confirm the conjugation of AF 647 to HA after separation. Ultraviolet (UV) absorbance at 

280 nm was used to confirm the conjugation of peptides to the separated polymers. 

  

4.2.3 Atomic force microscopy 

Fluorescent hyaluronic acid-peptide conjugates were dissolved in DI water at 100 μg/mL 

overnight and further diluted to 2 μg/mL. The dilute solutions were stirred using a tube revolver 

for 30 minutes at room temperature, with intermittent vortexing to ensure mixing at the molecular 

scale. Just prior to imaging, 4 μL of the solution was dropped and adsorbed on a freshly cleaved 
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mica surface and allowed to dry by natural convection for 5-6 minutes at room temperature. 

Structure of the polymer conjugates was studied with atomic force microscopy using Cypher 

microscope (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA), operated in tapping mode at ambient 

conditions. Silicon cantilevers having chromium/gold (Cr/Au) coating, with resonance frequencies 

between 44-95 kHz, and spring constant in the range of 0.3-4.8 N/m and 9 ± 2 mm uncoated silicon 

tip (AC240TSA-R3, Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA) were used for the dry imaging in air. 

Depending on the frame size, the scan rate was set in the 0.7-2.4 Hz range. The images were 

processed and analyzed using Gwyddion 2.47 software. This procedure was used for all samples. 

 

4.2.4 Flow-activated cell sorting studies 

Anti-mouse CD62P (Catalog # 148303, Clone: RMP-1) and anti-mouse CD41 (Catalog # 

133917, Clone: MWReg30) antibodies were purchased from BioLegend (San Diego, CA). They 

were diluted appropriately in eBioscienceTM Flow Cytometry Staining Buffer from ThermoFisher 

Scientific (Waltham, MA) before use. Briefly, murine platelets in plasma obtained from BioIVT 

(Westbury, NY) were activated using 2 x 10-5 M ADP in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) for 10 

minutes. For activation and binding studies with conjugates, activated platelets were incubated 

with appropriate conjugate concentrations for another 10 minutes. Following centrifugal washing 

with staining buffer at 1250g for 10 minutes at 22 °C, platelet samples were stained with antibodies 

for 20 minutes at room temperature in dark and flow cytometry analysis was carried out using BD 

LSR II Analyser (Franklin Lakes, NJ). Experimental data was analyzed using FCS Express 6 (De 

Novo Software, Glendale, CA). 
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4.2.5 In vivo hemostasis studies 

All in vivo experiments were performed as per protocols approved by the Institutional Animal 

Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of Harvard University. Five healthy female BALB/c mice (9-

10 week old) weighing 18 to 21 g were randomized into each of eight treatment groups: untreated, 

saline, HA, CBP, VBP, HA-CBP, HA-VBP, HA-CBP-VBP. Control or experimental formulations 

(normalized to 4.6 mg/kg HA or equivalent peptide amounts for peptide controls) were 

intravenously administered via tail vein injection using 27-gauge disposable needles. This 

concentration was chosen based on pilot studies that showed this dose to reduce bleeding 

parameters compared to control groups. (Figure A.5 †) After 1-minute circulation time, 0.5-1 mm 

incision was made on the opposite lateral vein at the site with tail diameter of ~2.5 mm using sterile 

scalpel #10 and a previously reported laceration template.127 The lacerated tail was immediately 

immersed in 14 mL of sterile saline at 37 °C and bleeding time was recorded using a stopwatch. 

Even after bleeding stopped, the tail was kept immersed in warm saline for 4 minutes post-injury 

to observe any further bleeding episodes. Care was taken to not disturb or touch the injured vessel 

throughout the observation period. To quantify the blood loss, blood collected in warm saline was 

centrifuged at 1,000g for 5 minutes at 4 °C. After discarding the supernatant, the pelleted red blood 

cells were lysed by resuspension in 10 mL Drabkin’s reagent (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) to 

quantify the released hemoglobin by absorbance measurements in Corning® UV-transparent 96-

well microplate at 540 nm using Spectramax i3 microplate reader (Molecular Devices, LLC. San 

Jose, CA). Bleeding volume was calculated in terms of Hb amount (nmol) using the following 

equation: 

𝐻𝑏 (𝑛𝑚𝑜𝑙) =
𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝐴𝑈) × 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 (

𝑛𝑔
𝑚𝐿. 𝐴𝑈

) × 𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑏𝑘𝑖𝑛′𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 (𝑚𝐿)

𝑀𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐻𝑏 (
𝑔

𝑚𝑜𝑙
)
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4.2.6 Biodistribution and pharmacokinetic studies 

Fluorescent HA conjugates (equivalent to 4.6 mg/kg HA dose) with or without CBP and VBP, 

were reconstituted in saline for intravenous injection followed by tail vein incision in healthy 

female BALB/c mice weighing 18-21 g (n = 3 per group). At indicated time points (30 min, 1 h, 6 

h and 24 h) after injection, mice were euthanized with anesthetic overdose of carbon dioxide 

inhalation. Blood was extracted by cardiac puncture and the organs were perfused with phosphate 

buffered saline. For pharmacokinetic studies, plasma was obtained by centrifugal separation of 

blood cells at 1250g for 10 minutes at 4 °C. Organs of interest (brain, heart, kidneys, liver, lungs, 

spleen, injured tail section) were harvested, weighed and digested in 1-2 mL of Thermo Scientific 

RIPA lysis and extraction buffer using a T10 basic ULTRA TURRAX® homogenizer (IKA 

Works, Wilmington NC) to obtain tissue lysates. The homogenate was then centrifuged at 1,000 g 

for 5 minutes and the supernatant was used to quantify amount of HA conjugates in each organ 

using fluorescence spectroscopy (λex/λem: 640/665). Similar sample preparation was used to 

measure fluorescence of standard solutions to calculate the percent injected dose per gram of tissue 

(%ID/g). 

 

4.2.7 Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis for all studies was performed using Prism 8.2.0 (GraphPad Software, San 

Diego, CA) to calculate the mean and standard error of the mean for each experimental and control 

group. Statistical significance of normally distributed flow cytometry data was determined using 

one-way ANOVA test and Tukey’s multiple comparisons test. For in vivo studies, bleeding time 

and blood loss (nmol Hb) were analyzed with non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test followed by post 

hoc comparisons using Dunn’s test, at a 95% confidence interval (p < 0.05).  
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4.3 Results 

 

4.3.1 Design and synthesis of HA-peptide conjugates 

The conjugation of CBP and VBP to HA was performed using well-established EDC/Sulfo-

NHS mediated coupling reactions as shown in Figure 4.2.  Specifically, the carboxylic acid group 

of HA was first activated with EDC and sulfo-NHS to form an active ester bond, which reacted 

with primary amine groups in peptides. The successful conjugation of HA-peptide was confirmed 

by 1H NMR and GPC. Figure 4.3 shows 1H NMR spectra of AF 647-HA, VBP, CBP and AF 647-

HA-CBP-VBP conjugate. 

 

Figure 4.3 1H NMR spectrum of Alexa Fluor 647®- HA-CBP-VBP. Presence of characteristic peaks b, c, d and e 

from the peptides indicates their successful conjugation to HA following the EDC/NHS reaction. 
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Given the small amount of AF 647 fed, no proton signals from the dye were detectable (the 

conjugation of the dye was confirmed by GPC as shown in Figure A.3 a†), and thus, AF 647-HA 

spectrum was used as a control group to verify the conjugation of peptide. Characteristic peaks 

from VBP, CBP and HA were found on the AF 647- HA-CBP-VBP spectrum, demonstrating the 

successful conjugation. In particular, the peaks at 6.8 and 7.1 ppm correspond to aromatic rings in 

tyrosine from VBP, the peak at 8.6 and 7.3 ppm belong to histidine from VBP and CBP, and the 

peak at  = 1.95-2.05 ppm corresponds to methyl groups in the acetamido moiety of HA. For a 

quantitative analysis, the methyl resonance of acetamido moiety of HA at ( = 1.95-2.05 ppm) was 

used as an internal standard (a in Figure 4.3). The degree of VBP modification was estimated as 

ca. 7.8 mol % by comparing the peak areas of tyrosine and HA (d and e in Figure 4.3). Similarly, 

the CBP modification was found to be ~ 5.6 mol %. Based on this, the average number of 

conjugated VBP and CBP molecules per single HA chain was estimated to 51 and 37, respectively. 

The single peptide/HA conjugates i.e. HA-CBP and HA-VBP, are also synthesized as control and 

similar degree of substitution were achieved as shown in Figure A.1† and Figure A.2†.  

The successful conjugation was also confirmed by GPC (Figure A.3 b, c†). As pure HA 

molecules do not have absorbance at 280 nm, no peak was observed in UV detection. While for 

HA-CBP-VBP conjugates, an obvious UV peak was detected at the same location as the refractive 

index (RI) peak, indicating that the peptides were conjugated to the HA molecules, instead of being 

just a physical mixture. A similar retention volume of AF 647-HA and AF 647- HA-CBP-VBP 

conjugates demonstrated that HA is still intact with no obvious degradation during the conjugation 

reaction and purification process. Indeed, same retention volume is obtained for samples stored at 

room temperature for up to 3 months, demonstrating the outstanding stability of these 

formulations.  
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Figure 4.4 GPC profiles (RI and UV signals) of (a)AF 647-HA  and (b)AF 647-HA-CBP-VBP. Similar retention 

volume before and after peptide conjugation indicates negligible HA degradation following reaction and purification. 

 

4.3.2 Structural characterization using AFM 

The morphology or conformation of the final HA-peptide conjugates plays an important role 

in determining their therapeutic effect. Therefore, AFM studies were implemented to observe the 

changes in HA conformations following their conjugation with VBP and/or CBP. HA and HA-

peptide conjugates were deposited on atomically planar mica substrate from dilute aqueous 

solutions and imaged in air by tapping mode AFM. 

 

Figure 4.5 Topographic tapping mode AFM height images of (a) HA, (b) HA-CBP, (c) HA-VBP and (d) HA-

CBP-VBP. Frame size: 2 × 2 μm. e–h) represent the height profiles along the lines shown in (a), (b), (c) and (d) 

respectively. 
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In case of free HA, the height of single HA molecule was measured on the order of 0.3 nm  

(Figure 4.5  (a, e)). This is consistent with the previous reported size of single HA chains.128 While 

HA exhibits fibrillar chains, its conjugation with peptides, especially VBP tends to form clumps, 

which are further connected to a dense mesh-like network. This structural change can be attributed 

to the interplay between the hydrophilic interaction of HA with mica and hydrophobic forces 

among HA and peptide molecules favoring their lateral packing during slow drying. After 

conjugation with both CBP and VBP, the conjugate tends towards forming a 0.6 - 0.8 nm thick 

(Figure 4.5 (d, h)) film-like structure with substantially higher surface coverage, compared to that 

of HA under same initial concentration (2 μg/mL), potentially demonstrating the strong interaction 

between different conjugate molecules.  

 

4.3.3 FACS analysis for interactions with natural platelets 

To understand effect of the HA-peptide conjugates on natural platelet behavior, we utilized 

FACS to quantify extent of platelet binding and activation. Murine platelets were identified with 

CD41 surface antigen, and CD62P (P-selectin) was used an exclusive marker to determine their 

activation on incubation with AF 647-HA and AF 647-HA-CBP-VBP.129 To study the effect on 

activation, murine plasma was incubated for 10 min with equivalent concentrations of HA and its 

conjugates, respectively. 2 x 10-5 M ADP solution was used as a positive control for activation. 

Figure 4.6 A represents activation caused by HA, HA-CBP-VBP and ADP, normalized to their 

respective non-activated counterparts. Incubation of platelets with HA as well as HA-CBP-VBP 

conjugates did not induce a significant upregulation of CD62P relative to platelet agonist ADP.  

This indicates that the peptide conjugates do not cause significant platelet activation. The 
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negligible impact of HA-CBP-VBP on platelet activation signifies systemic safety by avoiding 

inadvertent emboli formation, which can be especially lethal in the absence of an injury site.  

For the effect on binding, platelets were activated by ADP incubation as described above for 

10 mins. Activated platelets and their quiescent counterparts were incubated with AF 647-labelled 

HA and HA-CBP-VBP for another 10 mins. As seen from Figure 4.6B and C, significant 

population shift is observed when activated platelets are incubated with HA-CBP-VBP, as 

compared to respective controls. HA by itself shows negligible binding to both nonactivated or 

ADP-activated platelets. In a sharp contrast, HA-CBP-VBP shows limited binding to nonactivated 

platelets and this binding increases 2.2- fold when the platelets are activated. This could possibly 

be attributed to the vWF present on ADP-stimulated platelet surface in plasma.130  

 

 
Figure 4.6 Flow cytometry to study interaction of HA conjugates with platelets in plasma. (A) FACS analysis of 

HA-peptide mediated platelet activation as measured by co-expression of CD62p/ CD41 after 10 min incubation. Data 

are presented as percentage of platelets positive for both epitopes. (B) FACS analysis of attachment of AF-647 HA 

and HA-CBP-VBP to platelets in their non-activated and activated states. (C) Representative dot plots for expression 

of AF 647-HA and HA conjugates to indicate binding of platelets to HA and HA-peptide conjugates following 10 min 

incubation. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001) 
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4.3.4 In vivo hemostatic efficacy in mouse tail bleeding model 

HA-CBP-VBP conjugates were next investigated in vivo for their ability to halt bleeding in 

mouse tail vein incision, a simple and well-established model for determination of hemostatic 

efficacy.131–133 Briefly, procedure shown in Figure 4.7 was followed to measure the bleeding time, 

defined as the time between injury infliction to bleeding cessation for a minimum of 10 s. The 

volume of the blood from the bleeding site was also quantified using Drabkin’s reagent134,135 to 

evaluate the hemostatic efficacy. To mimic the actual application, it would be ideal to induce the 

injury first, followed by treatment with intravenous administration of the hemostatic agents. Here, 

however, due to the difficulty in handling, a reverse procedure was followed101, and the time period 

between injection and injury infliction was set to 1 minute, to minimize the undesired clearance. 

Given that majority of bleeding timings were within 2 mins and no rebleeding was observed, 

animals were euthanized 5 mins after injection.  

On comparing the bleeding time between untreated animals and saline group, a slight 

unexpected decrease of bleeding time and bleeding volume was observed, which could be 

attributed to the injection induced injury and the subsequent initiation of coagulation cascade with 

potential upregulated presence of clotting factors, given the extreme short time period between 

injection and injury infliction. Injections of free HA without peptides and free peptides alone did 

not show any decrease in bleeding time, compared to the saline group (Figure 4.7 B). However, 

HA-peptides conjugates do show an outstanding hemostatic performance. In particular, HA-VBP 

and HA-CBP-VBP significantly lowered bleeding time and bleeding volume, comparing to the 

untreated group and even the saline group. As shown in Figure 4.7B, while ~80% reduction in 

bleeding time was achieved with HA-CBP-VBP, it is worth noting that one-third replicates (n > 

5) from this treatment group demonstrated near-zero bleeding time and negligible blood loss.  
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These findings point towards the important contribution of VBP from the conjugates in this 

hemostatic mechanism by anchoring to sub-endothelial vWF as well as binding to activated 

platelets.  

 

 

Figure 4.7 Hemostatic action of HA-peptide conjugates. BALB/c mice were administered saline, HA or HA-

peptide conjugates intravenously and, a tail vein laceration was induced following 1-min circulation time. (A) 

Schematic representation of the hemostatic efficacy studies in mice. (B) Bleeding times following injury until 

cessation of blood. (C) Total blood loss within 4 minutes post injury. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 

0.0001) 

 

4.3.5 Biodistribution and pharmacokinetics of HA-CBP-VBP conjugates: 

The pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of HA-CBP-VBP conjugates was determined in 

injured mice. AF 647-labeled conjugates were administered intravenously through lateral tail vein 

and injury was inflicted after 1 min of injection. Blood collection, followed by organ perfusion 

and collection was performed at t = 30 min, 1 hr, 6 hr and 24 hr following injection.  
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Figure 4.8 Biodistribution and pharmacokinetic analysis of HA-CBP-VBP conjugates in BALB/c mice. (A) % 

injected dose and (B) % injected dose normalized per organ mass at 5 min, 30 min, 1 hour, 6 hour and 24 hour time 

points after injection. (C) Pharmacokinetic studies for HA and HA-CBP-VBP indicating relatively identical plasma 

circulation half-life of ~ 1 hour. (D) Depletion of total injected dose from all organs of interest over 24 hours 

observation time. Data was fitted using a one phase exponential decay model with half-life values are extracted as 

shown. 

 

The circulation half-life of HA-CBP-VBP was found to be almost identical to that of HA at ~ 

1 hr.  While most of HA-CBP-VBP conjugates (> 50%) remained in the body for ~5 hours, they 

were primarily concentrated in liver and spleen by 6 hours (Figure 4.8 A, B, D). This is in 

agreement with previously reported literature.136,137 The liver is the major site of HA elimination 

by virtue of its greater mass, where specific receptor-mediated endocytosis of HA brings about the 

enzymatic degradation of this polysaccharide. Normalization of total conjugate content to organ 

mass showed that HA and HA-CBP-VBP accumulation in liver and spleen are identical. 
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Subsequently % ID from liver as well as other organs started to decrease by 24 hours indicating 

elimination of the conjugates from the body. Mice showed no signs of distress throughout the 24 

hour observation period leading to euthanasia. Thus, the hemostatic treatment at clinically relevant 

doses was well tolerated in injured mice.  

 

4.4 Discussion 

In this work, we aimed to develop a polymeric hemostatic construct that can be injected 

systemically to accumulate at injury sites and halt bleeding. Following vascular injury, sub-

endothelial collagen is exposed to the blood stream leading to the deposition of vWF at the injury 

site. Previous research efforts have utilized these protein targets to selectively accumulate 

particulate carriers at the wound site via peptide-mediated adhesive interactions, and plug the 

bleeding site.11,12,101  Furthermore, HA is emerging as a key molecule in the regulation of many 

cellular and biological processes, thus opening newer avenues for exploitation of its specific 

biological and bioactive properties.126 HA-based hydrogels, polymer-peptide conjugates, polymer-

drug conjugates, etc. have been widely explored for treatment of arthritis, skin diseases and 

cancer.126,138–141  

Motivated by HA’s vital role in maintaining the vascular integrity and wound healing and 

building upon the well-established adhesive specificity of CBP and VBP to vascular injury site, 

we have synthesized HA-CBP-VBP conjugates for quick and effective halting of internal bleeding. 

Polymer-peptide conjugates form a relatively new class of soft materials that combine the precise 

selectivity of peptides with stability and processability of polymers to provide materials of high 

complexity and high modularity. In fact, they can form a responsive hierarchical self-assembly 

over at least three length scales.142 This is evident from the structural characterization of the HA 

conjugates using AFM (Figure 4.5). While drying effects may have caused few artefacts in the 
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imaging, the distinct change from fibrillar morphology of HA to mesh-like network of HA-

conjugates is quite significant. This structure has a striking resemblance to a proposed nanorobotic 

mechanical platelet design - ‘clottocyte’, where the device can unfurl its sticky, biodegradable 

mesh packet at intravascular injury site to rapidly trap blood cells and halt bleeding.143 

Furthermore, the facile synthesis and long-term ambient storage stability of this polymeric solution 

has added advantages over previously reported intravenous particulate hemostats for point-of-care 

administration.  

Apart from binding to the vascular site, these conjugates have been shown to selectively bind 

to activated platelets, thus augmenting the clot formation process. However, they do not stimulate 

the platelets by themselves. This is an important consideration for intravenous hemostats to 

maintain the delicate balance between physiological hemostasis and pathological thrombosis, 

since unregulated platelet activation by such injectables may pose a severe risk of 

thromboembolism. Also, native circulating HA specifically interacts with human fibrinogen and 

increases the rate of thrombin-catalyzed fibrin polymerization.144 Exposed HA in wound margins 

could accelerate clotting and help better anchorage of clot to surrounding tissue. While the 

optimum range of HA concentration for non-deleterious thrombus stabilization is yet to be 

determined, it is important to study the interactions of peptide-modified HA with fibrinogen and 

fibrin. Thromboelastography (TEG) studies can provide a holistic understanding of HA-peptide 

conjugates’ interaction with various blood components.  

Acute bleeding caused by traumatic injury requires quick intervention to prevent death by 

blood loss. To that end, HA-VBP and HA-CBP-VBP conjugates show great promise as a fast-

acting intravenous hemostat to halt internal bleeding in mouse tail injury model. The prominent 

effect of VBP-based interactions can be attributed to the fact that platelets have 20-30 times more 
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copies of vWF receptors than collagen receptors.145  Following injection, as much as 50% of 

injected dose remains circulating in plasma for about an hour (Figure 4.8 C). Thus, relative to 

particle systems, higher HA-CBP-VBP concentrations are maintained circulating in the blood at 

earlier timepoints. Longer circulation times combined with rapid hemostatic activity are 

advantageous for resolving bleeding issues during transport of trauma patients to the clinics, which 

is generally within an hour after injury.146 Further tuning of circulation life-time can be achieved 

by modifying the molecular weight of HA.  

Although HA-CBP-VBP conjugates were evaluated in this work for inducing hemostasis in a 

simple injury model, their hemostatic efficacy in more complex, coagulopathic trauma needs to be 

evaluated. They can also be potentially used to halt bleeding episodes in thrombocytopenia, 

congenital clotting disorders, etc. in combination with other therapies. Interestingly, preliminary 

studies in thrombocytopenic mice showed a significant temporal shift in bleeding kinetics 

following tail laceration injury. Figure A. 6† shows negligible bleeding observed for the first 4 

minutes following the injury (n = 3). Thereafter, the mice continued to bleed till the experimental 

end point of 20 min. These findings show a great promise for HA-CBP-VBP as short-term ‘internal 

bandages’ for trauma casualties or thrombocytopenic patients, till natural platelet transfusion can 

be administered. Further dosing optimization is required to achieve a realistic time frame for the 

action of these bandages.  

 

4.5 Conclusions 

To summarize, findings from this study point towards a hemostatic mechanism of HA-CBP-

VBP conjugates that can promote recruitment of activated platelets at the injury site, while stably 

anchoring to the subendothelial proteins like an internal mesh-like bandage to plug the wound.  
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Thus, we have reported that macromolecular entities can be engineered to mimic and augment the 

natural processes in clot formation. Most importantly, the polymer conjugation enables 

reproducible and scalable synthesis, while also providing added advantages of ambient storage and 

suspension stability over natural platelets as well as particulate intravenous hemostats. 

Furthermore, this platform can be extended for attachment of multiple moieties for added 

functionality. As versatile drug delivery platforms, polymer conjugates provide numerous degrees 

of freedom to include additional drug molecules for diagnostic or therapeutic action in other 

vascular disorders like stroke, atherosclerosis, etc. 
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5. Development of platelet-inspired carriers for 

targeted thrombolytic therapy  
 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Thromboembolic disorders are the leading cause of death and long-term adult disability in the 

world.147 These disorders are characterized by pathological blood vessel obstruction by 

uncontrolled aggregation of activated platelets, stabilized by fibrin polymer matrix.148 Therefore, 

majority of thrombolytic drugs act by hydrolyzing the fibrin strands into soluble fibrinogen. Tissue 

plasminogen activator (tPA), is one such fibrinolytic drug used in the treatment of stroke. 

However, systemic administration of this potent drug poses several issues such as plasma-induced 

drug deactivation, short plasma half-life, reduced drug bioavailability, and most lethal of all - 

systemic hemorrhagic side-effects.149  These pharmacokinetic problems can be potentially 

resolved by spatiotemporally controlling the release of drugs like tPA from injectable targeted 

carriers. Following this rationale, several attempts have been made to design carriers for safe and 

targeted delivery of tPA to clot sites. Notable examples are tPA-conjugated magnetic 

nanoparticles150,151, tPA-loaded polymeric nanoparticles152,153 and tPA-encapsulation in 

liposomes.154 However, these particulate DDS suffer from rapid clearance and poor targeting 

ability like majority of conventional nanocarriers. To overcome this problem, researchers have 

utilized molecular as well as red blood cell surface modification strategies to camouflage the tPA 

in blood circulation.155,156 While these strategies can improve half-life of the drug, efficient clot 

targeting still remains an unachieved goal. 

In order to achieve efficient targeting at the clot site, it is necessary for the vehicles to actively 

bind to the vascular clot site, stay retained under hemodynamic flow and allow localized drug 
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release for site selective action. For designing such a vehicle, natural platelets provide an excellent 

paradigm owing to their innate ability to marginate towards the vascular wall and bind actively to 

the clot site via specific biochemical interactions to bring about clot modulation. The margination 

of platelets towards the vascular wall is facilitated by their micro-discoidal geometry and relatively 

rigid cytoskeleton (~25-50 kPa modulus) compared to RBCs. Furthermore, theie active binding to 

thrombus site is regulated via ligands fibrinogen (Fg) and PSGL-1 binding to platelet surface 

receptors GPIIb-IIIa and P-selectin, respectively. Inspired by these physico-mechanical and 

biochemical cues, we have developed vascular targeted vehicles mimicking the shape, size, 

elasticity and specific interactions of natural platelets at the clot site to enable biological clot 

modulation via tPA encapsulation.  

Layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly of bovine serum albumin (BSA) and poly-allylamine 

hydrochloride (PAH) onto porous calcium carbonate microspheres has been used for the 

fabrication of soft polymeric microcapsules. The well-established LbL method allows 

encapsulation of variety of drugs, ranging from small molecule chemotherapeutics to large 

biopharmaceutical proteins like tPA.157 Furthermore, it allows to choose from a wide array of 

materials to readily tune the permeability, deformability, or chemical properties of the resulting 

shells, following core dissolution. These parameters can be modulated to expand the utility of this 

versatile platform for other drug delivery scenarios.  

NUSCRIPT 

5.2 Materials and methods 

 

5.2.1 Synthesis of LbL microcapsules 

All reagents required for the synthesis of LbL microcapsules were purchased from Sigma, 

unless otherwise stated. Porous calcium carbonate (CaCO3) microspheres were synthesized by 
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rapid coprecipitation reaction between equal volumes of 1 M calcium chloride (CaCl2) and 1 M 

sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) solutions under vigorous stirring for 5 minutes at room temperature. 

(Figure A.7 †) After triple rinse with DI water, CaCO3 microspheres were coated alternately with 

BSA (2 mg/mL in 0.5 M NaCl) and PAH (2 mg/mL in 0.5 M NaCl) solutions till desired number 

of layers were deposited. This was followed by crosslinking the coated particles with 1% 

glutaraldehyde and 3 hr incubation in 0.2 M ethylenediamintetraacetic acid (EDTA) at ambient 

conditions for core removal. The resulting hollow microcapsules were washed and lyophilized 

with cryoprotectants, for storage until further use. 

 

5.2.2 tPA loading in LbL microcapsules 

Human tPA was commercially obtained from Abcam (Cambridge, MA). For quantification of 

tPA loading and activity retention, human tPA total antigen ELISA kit and active human tPA 

functional assay ELISA kit were purchased from Molecular Innovations Inc. (Novi, MI), 

respectively. 

For in situ loading, dextran or tPA solution was premixed with CaCl2 solution for 5 minutes, 

prior to the addition of Na2CO3. The resultant CaCO3 template microspheres were washed twice 

with saline to remove free dextran or protein, followed by lyophilization. For post-loading of 

microcapsules, encapsulation and loading studies were performed on these using FITC-dextran 

(70 kDa M.W.) The loading efficiency was measured at various pH conditions in the range of 4-

10, whereas the release kinetics were measured at the physiological clot environment pH 7.4. The 

microcapsules were incubated overnight in the FITC-dextran solution (2 mg/mL) at a given pH 

conditions, under constant stirring conditions. Following the incubation, the suspension was 

centrifuged, and the capsules were washed thrice with PBS buffer to remove the unloaded dextran. 
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Fluorescence assay or ELISA was performed on the supernatant to determine the encapsulation 

efficiency using  

% 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =
𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑔 𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 − 𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑔 𝑖𝑛 𝑤𝑎𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑔 𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑
× 100 

 

For release kinetics, dextran-loaded microcapsules were then incubated in PBS buffer (pH 7.4) for 

24 hours and concentration of the released dextran was measured at various time points. 

 

5.2.3 Characterization of tPA-loaded microcapsules 

The morphology of tPA-loaded CaCO3 template particles, LbL-coated particles and core-

dissolved microcapsules was characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Sample 

preparation for SEM involved vacuum drying of 10µL dilute particle suspension on aluminum 

stubs. However, for deformable microcapsules, additional steps of gradient-based ethanol 

dehydration followed by critical point drying were implemented to avoid any drying artefacts. 

After drying, the samples were coated with platinum-palladium using EMS 150T S Metal Sputter 

Coater (Quorom Technologies, U. K.) and the sputter-coated samples were imaged using the 

Supra55VP Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (ZEISS, Germany) at an acceleration 

voltage of 5 kV and a working distance of 2.5 mm. Particle diameter measurements were made 

using SmartSEM image acquisition and analysis software.  

In order to visualize the loaded cargo in LbL microcapsules, CaCO3 particles were synthesized 

with fluorescent Texas Red dextran (70kDa M.W.) using similar procedure as tPA encapsulation. 

Furthermore, the particles were coated with (FITC-BSA/PAH)3.5 layers followed by core 

dissolution and imaged using Upright Zeiss LSM 710 NLO confocal microscope.  
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For elastic modulus measurements, AFM samples were prepared by adhering microcapsules 

to glass coverslips at a low enough density that there were several diameters between individual 

particles. The microcapsules were fluorescently tagged with FITC-BSA so an object seen in bright 

field could be positively identified as an object of interest.  Bright field imaging was done using a 

filter to produce light at a wavelength longer than the excitation frequency of the fluorophore to 

avoid photo bleaching.  Using a tip scanning AFM (Bioscope, Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, 

CA) interfaced with an inverted optical microscope (Nikon Diaphot 200), a single microcapsule 

was identified optically using 10x and 40x objective lenses and the AFM tip was aligned directly 

over the top of the object.  The tip/cantilever assembly used had 5 um PS sphere attached to a 0.06 

N/m cantilever (CP-qp-CONT-PS manufactured by sQube).  This allowed us to deform both the 

microcapsule and the cantilever at displacements well above the noise floor of the instrument when 

performing force-distance measurements while keeping the sample indentation well below 10% 

of its overall thickness.  Typical force-distance curves taken at a 1 Hz frequency showed a 

cantilever displacement around 50 nm with a platelet indentation around 15 nm.  We collected 10 

force-distance curves over each of 30 microcapsules by digitizing the error signal from Digital 

Instrument’s signal access module using a digitizer running at 1 MHz with a 16 bit sampling depth 

(Picoscope 5244B, Pico Technology, Inc., Cambridgeshire, UK).  This ensured that a sufficient 

density of points was obtained to create a good fit to the force distance curve regardless of how 

large the ramp size was.   Force distance curves were then fit to a standard Hertzian contact 

mechanics model (Figure A.8†).  Since the sample indentation was so small (<<10% of the 

thickness), we assumed a purely elastic response.   
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5.2.4 Chemical conjugation of targeting ligands 

For chemical modification of the LbL microcapsules, linear heterobifunctional polyethylene 

glycol with maleimide and amine reactive groups (Mal-PEG2000-NH2) was purchased from 

Nanosoft Polymer (Winston-Salem, NC). Peptides CDAEWVDVS (PBP) and 

CHHLGGAKQAGDV (AGD) were custom synthesized from Genscript USA (Piscataway, NJ). 

Peptides PBP and AGD were conjugated to the maleimide reactive group on Mal-PEG2000-NH2 

through thioether chemistry via the cysteine on the N-terminus of the peptides. The resultant 

conjugates were characterized through mass spectrometry. The conjugates were subsequently 

conjugated to free carboxylic acid groups on the BSA microcapsules through amide chemistry via 

primary amine group on the conjugates.  

 

5.2.5 In vitro dynamic binding assays 

Calcium chloride was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and human thrombin 

was purchased from Haematologic Technologies (Essex Junction, VT). PBS, collagen type I from 

rat tail, and AlexaFluor 647-conjugated fibrinogen were commercially obtained from Thermo 

Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA) and PPFC was purchased from GlycoTech (Gaithersburg, MD). 

Clots were formed on collagen-coated glass slides from human platelet-rich plasma (PRP) with 

5% v/v Alexa Fluor-647 fibrinogen and 250 nM thrombin in 0.5 M CaCl2. The slides were vacuum 

sealed into PPFC. Peptide-decorated or unmodified BSA microcapsules in saline were flowed over 

the clot for 30 minutes with wall shear stress of 25 dyn/cm2, and the clot was then exposed to saline 

for 1 minute to wash any unbound particles. The clot was fixed and stained with PE anti-human 

CD62P antibody and was imaged using an inverted fluorescent microscope. Average fluorescence 

intensity of the FITC-labeled BSA microcapsules was measured, and statistical analysis was 
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performed to compare the targeting ability of the microcapsules with and without ligand 

decoration. 

 

5.3 Results and discussion 

 

5.3.1 tPA encapsulation in LbL microcapsules 

Apart from providing very high surface area for protein adsorption, the use of CaCO3 templates 

also allows for gentler, aqueous processing of the protein-loaded particles. 2 μm spherical CaCO3 

templates were chosen to mimic the size of human platelets. In situ encapsulation of tPA was 

finalized owing to its high loading efficiency (~70%) compared to the post-loading route. 

Furthermore, in situ loading provides better control on the loading efficiencies. tPA activity ELISA 

indicated 79 ± 4 % activity retention post-encapsulation in CaCO3. 

To synthesize tPA carriers with platelet-like morphology, LbL technique was used with 

alternate electrostatic deposition of anionic BSA (pI = 4.7) and cationic PAH (pI = 6.8) on tPA-

loaded CaCO3 particles. Alternating zeta potential measurements, as shown in Figure 5.1 b, 

indicated uniformity of coating after each deposition step. After 3.5 bilayers, the coated 

microspheres were covalently crosslinked to provide stability and prevent disintegration of the 

multilayer assembly during subsequent core dissolution step. Particles were incubated with EDTA 

for core removal to yield soft, discoidal microcapsules. 

 

5.3.2 Characterization of soft, discoidal microcapsules  

SEM imaging of LbL-coated microparticles showed coverage of the porous structure due to 

deposition of polyelectrolytes, whereas core-dissolved microcapsules exhibited collapsed 

discoidal structures, strikingly identical to natural resting platelets. Fluorescence microscopy 
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images of Texas red dextran loaded microcapsules indicated that the cargo remains localized 

within the core after removal of the template particles. 

 

Figure 5.1 Characterization of LbL microcapsules. (a) SEM representation of LbL-coated CaCO3 microparticles. 

(b) Alternating zeta potential measurements following each layer of (BSA/PAH)3.5 microcapsules. (c), (d) SEM 

representation of core-dissolved LbL particles, (e) Confocal microscopy reveals the localization of cargo (red) within 

the core of LbL microcapsules (green). 

 

AFM measurements were made to determine the elastic modulus of the optimized 

microcapsules. Ten force-indentation curves were collected over each microcapsule and the data 

was fitted to a Hertzian model allowing Young’s modulus, E, to be an adjustable parameter in the 

fit.  The average R2 goodness of fit over all 300 curves was found to be 0.987.  Figure 5.2 (A) 

shows the variation of modulus of each individual microcapsule across the ten collected curves. 

To obtain a mean modulus for the entire population of data, we created a histogram of all 300 

moduli which is shown in Figure 5.2 (B)  Since there appeared to be a high modulus tail to the 

distribution which did not fit a Gaussian model, data points above a modulus of 493 were excluded 

from the fit.  The solid line overlaid on the histogram shows the result of the best fit Gaussian.  

Based on this fit, we report a modulus of the synthetic platelets of 212 kPa ±149 kPa.  
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Furthermore, it is to be noted that the measurements have large error bars indicating a wide 

variability in the modulus measurements. While natural resting human platelets have an elastic 

modulus of ~50 kPa, these microcapsules about 4 times stiffer than their natural counterparts.38 

The resulting stiffness may be due to combined effects from the LbL shell thickness and the 

crosslinking. Nonetheless, the microcapsules are soft enough to avoid posing any occlusive 

challenges in microvasculature, while being rigid enough to allow efficient margination through 

the RBC layer. 

 

Figure 5.2 Elastic modulus measurements using AFM. (A) Graph representing variation of modulus of each 

individual microcapsule across the ten collected curves. (B) Fitted Gaussian distribution for 300 measurements of 

elastic modulus. 
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5.3.3 In vitro clot targeting efficacy 

The dynamic flow binding assays in PPFC demonstrate the clot-binding capability of the BSA 

microcapsules following their modification with peptides. Quantification of average fluorescence 

signals from adhered LbL microcapsules at the clot site showed that peptide-modified particles 

showed significantly high specific binding to the platelet receptors GPIIb-IIIa (RGD) and P-

selectin (PBP), than their unmodified counterparts. (Figure 5.3 (b)). Therefore, they colocalized 

with the activated platelets at the clot region as shown in Figure 5.3 (c). The hetero-multivalent 

binding allows for more potential binding targets on the platelets, and thus improves the probability 

of particle binding to the clot. Also, the particles would experience lower detaching shear forces 

owing to their flat, discoidal geometry. Furthermore, on introducing RBCs (40% hematocrit) in 

the flow, the adhesion of modified microcapsules at the clot site increases significantly. This can 

be attributed to improved margination of the microcapsules in the presence of RBCs owing to their 

discoidal geometry. This allows for increased interaction with the target site and results in 

enhanced binding with the activated platelets in the clot. Together, these factors enable the 

microcapsules to anchor stably onto their target under strong hemodynamic forces in the clot 

environment.  

 

5.4 Conclusion and future work: 

Effective encapsulation and targeting of tPA is an urgent need for safe treatment of ischemic 

stroke. Here, we have optimized a versatile LbL platform for targeted delivery of this potent drug 

to the clot site by mimicking the biophysical properties of natural platelets which form an integral 

part of the clot itself. Such platelet-inspired vehicles can stably anchor themselves at the thrombus  
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Figure 5.3 In vitro clot targeting ability of LbL microcapsules under dynamic flow conditions. (a) Schematic 

representation of PPFC setup used for studying the clot-targeting ability of LbL microcapsules. (b) Graph showing 

the average fluorescence intensity of FITC-microcapsules bound at the clot site, relative to BSA negative control 

surface. (c) Fluorescence microscopy images showing the colocalization of peptide-modified microcapsules (green) 

with fluorescently labeled activated platelets representing the clot (blue) attached on a fibrin surface (red). 

 

site via heteromultivalent interactions with the target and allow for a controlled, localized delivery 

of drugs. Further studies are needed to determine an optimum strategy for tPA release in the clot 

microenvironment, followed by demonstration of in vitro and in vivo thrombolytic efficacy. Easy 
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modification of LbL shell components allows to tune the platform to suit a variety of drug release 

strategies - passive diffusion, externally triggered magnetic, ultrasound or photothermal release or 

intrinsic enzyme-mediated release. This holds the promise to expand the platform across other 

targeted therapies in vascular diseases.  
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6. Influence of vascular targeted carrier geometry on 

their transport and wall adhesion 
 

Adapted from: 

Cooley M*, Sarode A*, Hoore M, Fedosov D, Mitragotri S, Sen Gupta, A. Influence of particle 

size and shape on their margination and wall-adhesion: Implications in drug delivery vehicle 

design across nano-to-micro scale. Nanoscale 2018;10: 15350-15364. 

* Equal contributions 

 

6.1 Introduction 

Intravascular drug delivery technologies majorly utilize spherical nanoparticles as carrier 

vehicles. Their targets are often at the blood vessel wall or in the tissue beyond the wall, such that 

vehicle localization towards the wall (margination) becomes a pre-requisite for their function. 

Figure 6.1 illustrates desirable transport behavior of these VTCs under hemodynamic conditions. 

The factors that can influence the distribution and margination of particles in blood flow have 

undergone limited exploration so far. To this end, few studies have indicated that under flow 

environment, micro-particles have a higher propensity than nanoparticles to marginate to the wall. 

Also, non-spherical particles theoretically have a higher area of surface-adhesive interactions than 

spherical particles. However, detailed systematic studies that integrate various particle size and 

shape parameters across nano-to-micro scale to explore their wall-localization behavior under flow 

in the presence of RBCs, have not been reported. We address this gap by carrying out experimental 

and computational studies utilizing particles of four distinct shapes (spherical, oblate, prolate, rod) 

spanning nano- to micro scale sizes. Our computational and experimental studies provide a 

simultaneous analysis of different particle sizes and shapes for their retention in blood flow and 
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indicate that in presence of RBCs, micro-scale non-spherical particles undergo enhanced 

‘margination + adhesion’ compared to nanoscale spherical particles, resulting in their higher 

binding. These results provide important insight regarding improved design of vascular targeted 

drug delivery systems.  

 

Figure 6.1 Schematic of intended trajectory of vascular targeted carriers upon intravenous administration:  

Under laminar flow, RBCs congregate towards center of the flow volume, while platelets are pushed towards the 

vessel wall—a process termed as ‘margination’. Many DDSs for their intended function would need to traverse 

through the RBC flow volume to marginate towards the vessel wall, undergo non-specific or ligand-mediated specific 

adhesion at the wall (e.g. to the endothelium or other targets) and deliver their cargo at or beyond the wall. 

 

 

6.2 Background 

Establishment of the EPR mechanisms for nanoscale particles to leak across the endothelial 

barrier into the tumor tissue,158,159  as well as, the benefit of high surface-to-volume ratio of 

nanoparticles to enhance biointeractions and payload delivery,160,161
 have led to most particulate 

drug delivery systems being designed as spherical nanoparticles. The size of such nanoparticles is 

usually in the range of 20–200 nm, since particles smaller than that are rapidly cleared by the 

kidney while particles larger than that have lower circulation lifetime due to rapid macrophagic 
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uptake.162–166
 Some drug delivery approaches have also explored micro-scale particles. In this 

domain, particles > 3 μm in diameter pose the risk of occluding microvascular capillary networks 

and also show higher macrophagic uptake (hence rapid clearance).15,166,167
 In addition, this 

microscale range is too big for EPR-based extravasation and uptake into the tissue compartments 

(e.g. in tumors), since the endothelial junctions in disease-associated leaky vasculature are in the 

50–500 nm range.10,168–170 Thus, the manufacture of particulate drug delivery systems has been 

primarily guided by design requirements for evading rapid macrophagic uptake, avoiding 

microvascular occlusion, minimizing renal clearance and facilitating extravasation (especially for 

cancer-targeted drug delivery), and not necessarily considering the effect of particle geometry on 

their interactions with the components of the blood flow volume, especially RBCs. A limited 

number of computational studies in the past have examined the potential effect of particle size in 

their interaction with RBCs and resultant vascular distribution, and even fewer experimental 

studies have been reported especially involving the presence of RBCs in the experimental set-up. 

For example, experimental studies were done with polymeric microspheres 5–20 μm diameter, 

decorated with ligands to attach to P-selectin-coated surfaces under flow in phosphate buffered 

saline (i.e. PBS only) and these studies showed that larger particles in that size range had reduced 

retention on target surface.171 Similar studies were carried out to analyze the ‘non-specific’ 

adhesion of microspheres on endothelial monolayer in a flow chamber in RBC-free environment 

and similar trends were observed.172  Further studies in PBS with spherical particles having 

diameters of 50, 100, 200, 500, and 750 nm and 1, 6, and 10 μm, showed that particles >500 nm 

in diameter are influenced more by gravitational forces to localize towards the wall, whereas 

particles <500 nm in diameter are influenced more by Brownian motion.173 Several recent 

computational studies, considering RBCs in flow volume, have indicated that nano-scale particles 
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require a contribution of external forces beyond just hydrodynamic forces for effective 

margination towards the wall and that under hemodynamic flow, micro-scale particles undergo 

higher margination.174–176
 A few recent experimental studies with polymeric spherical particles in 

nano-scale and microscale show that in the presence of RBCs in laminar and pulsatile flow, micro-

scale particles marginate better than nanoscale particles,177–180 but similar size-range studies have 

not been reported across various shape parameters of particles and at different shear flow ranges. 

In the context of particle shape, most drug delivery approaches to date have looked into spherical 

particles since most particle fabrication processes (e.g. self-assembly, nano- and micro-

precipitation, emulsion etc.) preferably produce spherical particles due to thermodynamic 

favorability. The seminal studies comparing worm-shaped micelles (filomicelles) versus spherical 

micelles and comparing spherical particles with ellipsoidal particles, demonstrated the influence 

of shape on circulation lifetime and macrophagic clearance.181,182
 Some computational studies in 

the past have indicated that spherical particles tend to follow flow streamlines with hydrodynamic 

forces correlative to their radius, such that lateral margination towards the wall can be rendered 

only by external forces such as gravity and electromagnetic fields.174,175 In contrast, non-spherical 

particles (e.g. ellipsoids, rods etc.) can undergo significant lateral drift by virtue of their rotational 

motion (tumbling) under flow even in the absence of external forces.174,175 Such computational 

models were further tested by experimental studies with silica particles of discoid, spherical and 

hemispherical geometries but these studies were done in an RBC-free set-up.183,184
 A recent 

computational study further reported that in presence of RBC flow, non-spherical particles are 

more likely to undergo large lateral drifts in blood flow to move into a cell-free layer away from 

the RBC volume and closer to the wall.185 Several computational studies have also indicated that 

anisotropic non-spherical shapes may have a higher extent of adhesion to target surfaces or cells 
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due to higher surface area of interaction.186–189 Interestingly, a recent study using ellipsoidal 

particles showed that the beneficial effects of anisotropic shape toward margination in the vascular 

compartment occur preferably more for microscale particles than nanoscale particles, suggesting 

a significant interplay between shape and size in determining ‘margination + stable adhesion’.190 

Therefore different computational and experimental studies have provided only in part evidence 

that both ‘particle size’ and ‘particle shape’ have distinct influences on particle behavior in blood 

flow, but the integration of both of these factors across a broad range of geometries in presence of 

RBC flow has not been reported. This emphasizes the need for detailed computational and 

experimental studies to systematically analyze the behavior of particles from nano- to microscale 

in size and with varying shapes in presence versus absence of RBC flow. To this end, we report 

on the computational and experimental analysis of the influence of particle geometry and size on 

their vascular margination and wall adhesion in presence of RBC flow volume, utilizing neutrally 

buoyant model polystyrene particles with size ranging from 100 nm – 4.5 μm diameter and shapes 

varying as spherical, oblate (discoid), prolate and rod. Also, to impart the property of specific 

adhesion of marginated particles at the wall, we utilized biotin coating of the particles and avidin 

coating of the wall.  

 

6.3 Experimental assessment of particle margination and adhesion 

6.3.1 Materials 

Fluoresbrite® YG Carboxylate Polystyrene (PS) Microspheres (0.2, 0.5, 2 and 4.5 µm 

diameter) were purchased from Polysciences, Inc. (Warrington, PA, USA). Polyvinyl alcohol 

(PVA, fully hydrolyzed), glycerol, mineral oil, and PBS tablets (pH 7.4) were purchased from 

Sigma Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA). EZ-Link™ Amine-(PEG3)- Biotin, EDC, 2-(N-morpholino) 

ethanesulfonic acid (MES, 0.5 M, pH 5.5) buffer solution, Pierce™ Biotin Quantitation Kit and 
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streptavidin coated plates (96 well, black) were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific 

(Waltham, MA, USA). Biotin and fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) labeled PS beads (50, 100, 

and 500 nm diameters) were purchased from Nanocs Inc. (Boston, MA, USA). Plain glass 

microscope slides (3″ ×1″ × 1 mm) were obtained from Fisher Scientific and a circular area 150 

mm in diameter (templated using an O-ring) was coated with avidin to allow specific adhesion of 

biotin-coated particles. This circular area was maintained at least 50 mm from one edge of the slide 

to allow a fully developed flow to interact with the coated area with respect to that edge placed at 

the entry point of a flow. For microfluidic studies, parallel plate flow chamber (PPFC) with 

rectangular flow channel (length: 750 mm, width: 10 mm, height: 254 µm) was obtained from 

GlycoTech (Gaithersburg, MD, USA). The glass slides mentioned above with the avidin-coated 

circular area were sealed inside the PPFC and fluid flow was maintained via silicone tubing and 

fixtures utilizing a programmable pump (Masterflex L/S model 7518-00 made by Cole-Parmer 

Instrument Company). For all experimental studies, human blood was obtained by venipuncture 

from healthy donors with informed consent, utilizing a phlebotomy protocol approved by the 

Institutional Review Board (IRB) at University Hospitals of Cleveland. RBCs (i.e. hematocrit or 

HCT) were separated by centrifugal fractionation (500g for 10 minutes) and the RBCs were 

reconstituted in isotonic buffer at controlled volume fraction to provide fluids with various HCT 

conditions that was subsequently used for the microfluidic experiments. 

 

6.3.2 Fabrication of non-spherical particles 

Non-spherical oblate, prolate and rod-shaped micro- and nanoparticles were fabricated from 

commercially obtained spherical PS particles using a previously reported one-dimensional and 

two-dimensional polymer film stretching method.191 Figure 6.2 (I) shows schematic for the 

fabrication technique, where ∼108
 PS spheres were suspended in a 6.25% w/V aqueous PVA 
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solution. 1.25% v/V glycerol was added as a plasticizer to lower the glass transition temperature 

of the films and facilitate stretching. The mixture was then cast into films and dried for ∼24 hours 

at room temperature to immobilize the PS particles. The dried films were mounted on a 1-D or a 

2-D mechanical stretcher to obtain prolates/ rods and disks, respectively. Further, the films were 

heated for 5 minutes at 120°C in mineral oil and stretched to obtain the desired geometry. Total 

particle volume remains constant for each particle type during stretching, governed entirely by the 

volume of initial sphere and thus, by the equivalent spherical diameters (ESD). The aspect ratio 

(AR), defined as ratio of the major axis length to the minor axis length, was controlled by limiting 

the extent of stretching. The stretched films were cooled to room temperature for 10 minutes to 

allow solidification of the particles in their new shape. Suitable sections were cut from the stretched 

films, dissolved in 70°C MilliQ water overnight and centrifuged for particle recovery. The isolated 

particles were washed with MilliQ water via centrifugation and filtered through a 100 μm filter, 

for the removal of residual PVA. Concentration (w/v) of the respective particle suspensions was 

determined by lyophilization of a known sample volume.  

The PS particles with various ESDs and geometries were characterized using scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) as shown in Figure 6.2 (II). Dimensions and total surface area of the stretched 

particles were estimated from their 2-D SEM projections and mathematical volume equations for 

their respective geometries. Table 6.1 shows the dimensions (ESD-based calculations) for each of 

the geometries studied. 
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Figure 6.2 Fabrication schematic and scanning electron micrographs of particles used in margination studies: 

[I] Particle fabrication schematic where 1D and 2D heat-stretching techniques were employed on spherical polystyrene 

(PS) particles to yield non-spherical (prolate, oblate and rod-shaped) particles; [II] Representative SEM images of 

particles with various geometries, obtained by stretching nanoparticles (a–d, ESD 0.2 μm, scale bar: 0.5 μm) and 

microparticles (e–h, ESD 2 μm, scale bar: 5 μm). 

 

Table 6.1 Dimensions for particles with various geometries 
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6.3.3 Surface functionalization of particles for targeting ability 

The hydrophilic carboxyl (-COOH) groups available primarily on the surface of commercially 

obtained spherical PS particles were utilized for attachment of biotin as targeting ligand. These 

motifs stay conserved on the particle surface post-stretching and remain available for biotin 

conjugation. The spherical and non-spherical fluorescent carboxylate PS particles were conjugated 

with EZ-Link™ Amine-(PEG3)-Biotin using carbodiimide coupling chemistry and stored at 4 °C 

in PBS.  

Figure 6.3 shows a schematic of this surface-modification strategy for the particles with biotin. 

Briefly, 12.5 mg particles were washed twice with 50 mM MES buffer (pH 5.5) and the carboxyl 

groups on their surface were activated with EDC for 15 minutes and further mixed with an excess 

of the biotin reagent (900 μg) in a total volume of 500 μL in a microcentrifuge tube. After overnight 

reaction at room temperature, particles were washed twice with PBS to remove the unconjugated 

biotin and N-acyl urea by-product, before resuspending them at a concentration of 1 mg/mL until 

ready to be used in the binding experiments.  

 

Figure 6.3 Reaction scheme for particle functionalization. Surface modification of the particles with amine-

terminated biotin by carbodiimide-mediated conjugation with carboxylate motifs on polystyrene particle surface. 
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The conjugation with biotin was qualitatively validated using a binding assay through a 30-

minute static incubation of the biotinylated and non-biotinylated (control) particles in streptavidin-

coated well plates. The well plates were washed with PBS thrice and the fluorescence signal from 

bound particles was measured using Tecan M220 Infinite Pro plate reader. Furthermore, a standard 

4-hydroxyazobenzene-2- carboxylic acid (HABA) assay was used to quantify the amount of biotin 

conjugated onto the particle. Briefly, absorbance measurements were performed at 500 nm before 

and after addition of reaction supernatant to HABA solution, respectively. The decrease in 

absorbance is directly proportional to the amount of biotin present in the supernatant. Therefore, 

the amount of biotin attached to the particles was estimated as the difference between amount of 

biotin reagent added to reaction mixture and amount of biotin reagent in supernatant, determined 

from HABA assay. Figure A.16† shows HABA-based biotin characterization for various particle 

geometries. 

The number of –COOH groups on the particle surface depends on the amount of the acid 

monomer used for the original spherical particle synthesis (as per manufacturer description) and 

hence it is a function of total particle volume. Thus, larger particles have higher number of –COOH 

ligands compared to smaller ones. Furthermore, since the total mass of particles was maintained 

constant for the conjugation reaction across various shapes and sizes, therefore the total number 

of –COOH ligands (primarily conserved on the particle surface) available for conjugation can be 

rationalized to be nearly equal for each of the particle type studied here. Therefore, the values for 

mg of Biotin-PEG3-Amine per mg of particles were found to be almost the same, as shown in 

Figure A.16† However, for each spherical particle type, the ligand surface density (i.e. ligand 

number per unit surface area) decreases when transformed into non-spherical particle, due to the 

generation of new surface area. The relative surface density for biotin modifications on the various 
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particles was theoretically estimated. Owing to hydrophilic nature of the carboxyl functional 

groups on the PS particles, it was assumed that majority of these ligands were conserved on the 

surface post- stretching. However, their surface density decreases due to the generation of new 

surface area during the spherical to non-spherical shape transition. For a fixed number of ligands, 

the ligand surface density is inversely proportional to the surface area. Therefore, the relative 

carboxylate density can be calculated using the ratio of the non-spherical to spherical surface area.  

 

6.3.4 Binding assays in parallel plate flow chamber 

In the PPFC experimental set-up, the flow was assumed to be Newtonian and accordingly, the 

wall shear stress (τw) was approximated to be proportional to the flow rate, assuming a constant 

viscosity value equivalent to plasma viscosity (0.015 cP). Figure 6.4 shows schematic for 

experimental setup for the dynamic binding assay. Varying suspensions of biotinylated fluorescent 

(FITC-tagged) PS particles in isotonic buffer (i.e. no RBCs) or in isotonic buffer containing 20% 

or 40% v/V RBCs (i.e. controlled hematocrit) were flowed in a recirculating loop over a the avidin-

coated glass slides sealed within the PPFC. For all experimental studies, human blood was 

obtained by venipuncture from healthy donors with informed consent, utilizing a phlebotomy 

protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at University Hospitals of Cleveland. 

RBCs were separated by centrifugal fractionation (500g for 10 minutes) and the RBCs were 

reconstituted in isotonic buffer at controlled volume fraction to provide fluids with various 

hematocrit (HCT) conditions that was subsequently used for the microfluidic experiments. The 

avidin-coated region was ∼5 cm from the flow inlet to allow particle margination in a fully 

developed flow. The rest of the slide was coated in 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA). Following 

PS particles were tested: spheres (4.5 μm, 2 μm, 500 nm, 200 nm, 100 nm), oblate ellipsoids (2 
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μm, 500 nm, 200 nm), prolate ellipsoids (2 μm, 500 nm, 200 nm) and rods (2 μm, 500 nm, and 

200 nm). The particle concentration in the suspensions was kept constant at 1.0 × 107 particles/mL. 

The flow rate was modulated to render low (5 dyn/cm2), medium (30 dyn/cm2) and high (60 

dyn/cm2) τw values that cover physiological vascular shear ranges.  

 

Figure 6.4 Experimental setup for particle wall-localization studies: Experimental setup and conditions for the 

study of particle margination and adhesion under flow of PBS only (no RBC) versus that of controlled percent (%) 

volume of RBCs (20% or 40% v/v) in a parallel plate flow chamber (PPFC) under an inverted fluorescence 

microscope. 

 

The slides were imaged under a Zeiss Axio-Observer inverted fluorescence microscope, and 

images were acquired at 5 min, 15 min and 30 min time points after flow initiation. Images were 

analyzed using ImageJ (NIH) to quantify ‘bound’ particles per unit area of the avidin-coated 

region. Twelve images were taken per experimental condition for analysis. To ensure that the 

image acquisition and analysis was representative of the whole avidin-coated area, each circular 

avidin-coated surface region was divided into quadrants with three images captured per quadrant. 

The overall ‘mode of action’ is that the ‘bound’ particle count over time is a cumulative 

equilibrium output of ‘margination + adhesion + retention’. Figure 6.5 shows representative 

fluorescence microscopy images of particle adhesion at the wall in PBS flow only (no RBCs) and 
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RBCs in flow at physiological 40% v/V hematocrit (HCT) conditions, at τw of 30 dyn/cm2 at the 

30 min time point. 

 

Figure 6.5 Representative fluorescence images from PPFC binding assays: Nanoparticles and microparticles of 

various shapes adhered via biotin–avidin interaction at the wall at 30 min time point under wall shear stress (τw) of 30 

dyn/cm2 in absence versus presence of 40% v/v RBCs in flow. In absence of RBCs in flow, all particles show 

reasonable adhesion at the wall, while upon introduction of RBCs in the flow, the adhesion of nano-scale particles of 

spherical, prolate and rod shapes and micro-scale particles of spherical and prolate shapes were found to be reduced 

substantially. 

 

Statistical analysis was done using MiniTab to calculate the mean and standard deviation of 

each set of images. Images that contained a particle count outside of the standard deviation were 

not included. Outliers may have occurred due to the way avidin dried or the particles could have 

aggregated in one location. The mean and standard deviation were divided by 0.07 mm2, the area 

of each image, to represent the data in terms of the number of particles per unit area. The mean 

value from the control surface (no avidin) was then subtracted from the mean of the experimental 
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surface. This was to account for differences in fluorescent intensity on imaging and any variations 

between ligand density on the particle surface between particles from different sources. Thus, the 

analysis measured specific binding of the particles to the avidin surface.  

Figure 6.6 shows quantitative data for ‘number of adhered particles per unit surface area’ in 

absence (PBS) versus presence of RBCs (40% HCT) in flow, at 5, 15 min and 30 min time-points 

obtained from image analysis for experiments carried out at shear value of 30 dyn/cm2, while 

Figure 6.7 shows expanded quantitative data for ‘number of adhered particles per unit surface area’ 

for particles of various shapes and sizes, at 5, 30 and 60 dyn/cm2 shear flow conditions at 30 min 

in presence of 40% HCT. Additional data for similar experiments and analyses performed at mid-

range RBC volume (20% HCT) for various time points and shear flow conditions are shown in 

Figure A.14† From qualitative images as well as quantitative analysis, it is apparent that in absence 

of RBCs (i.e. in PBS only) a lot more particles across all size and shape parameters become 

adhered at the wall while this is significantly reduced for all particle sizes and shapes once RBCs 

(20% or 40% HCT) are introduced in flow volume. Furthermore, in the presence of RBC flow 

volume, oblate particles and to some extent rod-shaped particles in the 500 nm or higher (e.g. 2 

μm) diameter seem to undergo higher adhesion (and retention) at the wall compared to spherical 

particles and prolate particles, at all shear flow values.  

It is also important to note here that these particles were made by a process that approximately 

kept a constant number of ligands (i.e. biotin), NL, for all shapes and thus the surface density (per 

unit surface area) of ligands on the non-spherical particles is less than their spherical 
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Figure 6.6 Quantitative data of particle adhesion under flow at 30 dyn/cm2 at 30 min time point: Quantitative 

analysis for ‘adhered particles per unit surface area’ at 5 min, 15 min and 30 min time point obtained from image 

analysis for experiments carried out at estimated wall shear stress (τW) value of 30 dyn cm−2; in absence of RBCs in 

flow (i.e. flow in PBS with 0% RBC), nanoscale and micro-scale particles of all shapes show high levels of wall 

adhesion over time although there are some variabilities in-between the different particle shapes and sizes; in presence 

of RBCs (0.4 HCT) in flow, majority of nano-scale particles (except for 500 nm diameter oblate ellipsoids) show 

substantially reduced adhesion at the wall; for micro-scale particles, the 2 μm ESD oblate and rod shaped particles are 

found to still maintain high levels adhesion at the wall even in the presence of RBCs in flow. 

 

counterparts of equivalent volume. Therefore, the experimental data essentially indicate that even 

at a reduced overall surface density of ligands, oblate and rod-shaped particles of microscale size 

range manage to undergo higher extent of adhesion/retention compared to spherical particles of 

equivalent volume. This is potentially due to the fact that the total extent of adhesive interactions 

for such particles with the target surface may be higher than their spherical counterparts due to 

larger contact area of interaction at the wall.  
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Figure 6.7 Particle adhesion at various shear values at 30 min in presence of 40% HCT: Expanded quantitative 

results for ‘adhered particles per unit surface area’ for estimated wall shear stress (τw) values of 5, 30 and 60 dyn/cm2 

at 30 min in presence of 40% HCT; oblate and rod-shaped particles in the 500 nm and 2 μm ESD range show the 

highest levels of wall adhesion and retention compared to micro- and nano-scale spherical particles. 

 

6.4 Computational modeling  

The experimental findings were further validated using 2D and 3D computational modeling to 

understand the effect of hydrodynamic forces and ligand density on the margination and adhesion 

behavior of such non-spherical vascular targeted carriers. For particle margination and adhesion 

modeling, mesoscopic simulations were performed using in-house highly parallel program based 

on the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) package.192 

Mesoscale fluid models were employed in the study for modeling hydrodynamic interactions. 

Dissipative particle dynamics (DPD)193,194 and smoothed DPD (SDPD)195,196 methods were used 

for 2D and 3D simulations of blood flow, respectively. Both methods model hydrodynamic effects 

and properly represent thermal fluctuations.197 While the fluid properties in SDPD can be set 

directly, in DPD they need to be calculated a priori for particle adhesion area. The drag force is 

obtained from simulations of a fixed particle at the wall using specific set of parameters. RBC 

membranes in 3D are modeled by triangulated bead-spring networks, which conserve their area 

and volume and possess bending rigidity and shear elasticity.198–200 The model and simulation 
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parameters were adapted from previous reports.199,201 The particles were modeled by the same 

bead resolution and kept rigid. In 2-D, RBCs were modeled by closed polymer chains with bending 

rigidity and area conservation. The particles were modeled by rigid closed polymers with a similar 

resolution. For a detailed description of the membrane and particle models, see Appendix C.  

To further assess the importance of other factors influencing particle adhesion and retention, 

we investigated via simulation the drag force exerted on particles by the fluid and quantify their 

adhesion strength defined by the total number of ligand interactions within subjected to shear flow, 

since the total drag force on an adhered particle consists of pressure and shear stress components. 

The pressure contribution is proportional to the cross-sectional area perpendicular to the flow 

direction, while the shear force is governed by the surface area of the particle. Both are proportional 

to the square of a characteristic size of the particle.202 For our simulations, a pressure driven flow 

was induced by applying a constant force to fluid particles, which were confined in a slit together 

with RBCs and rigid micro/ nano particles. The boundary conditions in the flow and vorticity 

directions were periodic. The walls were composed of frozen fluid particles with the same density 

and pair correlation function as those for the fluid. Furthermore, an adaptive shear force was 

applied to the fluid particles within a cutoff distance from the walls in order to have no-slip 

boundary conditions.203,204 This cutoff distance is around tens of nanometers, an assumption 

motivated by the distance of common adhesive interactions.205 Penetration of fluid particles into 

the walls was prohibited by bounce-back reflections. The fluid was coupled to the membranes by 

the DPD forces, excluding conservative part.201 Additional details about the computational and 

simulation parameters are given in Table A.1, Table A.2, Table A.3 and Figure A.9†.  
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6.4.1 Particle margination 

As described previously, RBCs play an important role in the process of particle margination 

towards the vessel wall. RBCs experience a hydrodynamic lift force from the vessel walls that 

arises from the pressure differences between the different sides of the cells. Such force also 

depends on cell (and particle) size, deformability, and dynamics, as investigated theoretically, in 

simulations, and in experiments.206–208 Since RBCs are highly deformable with a non-spherical 

(biconcave discoid) shape, and since the lift force on such deformable particles is generally 

stronger than on rigid ones, therefore the lift force on RBCs is much stronger than that on rigid  

drug carriers.206–208 Due to this lift force, flowing RBCs migrate to the center of the vessel and 

push the other cells (and particles) toward the walls (Figure 6.8A). In addition, the migration of 

RBCs to the center of the flow creates a RBC free layer (RBC-FL), whose thickness (height) 

depends on several properties, such as hematocrit, shear rate, and channel size.209,210 By virtue of 

RBCs moving towards the center flow volume, micro- and nano-particles are pushed into the RBC-

FL (i.e. margination).176,211 In order to quantify particle margination, ‘margination probability’ was 

defined as a probability of particles to be in a layer adjacent to the vessel walls of thickness δ 

(Figure 6.8B). It is important to note that this definition is sensitive to the way δ is selected. One 

of the most commonly used selections is to set δ as the thickness of RBC-FL.176,212 For our studies, 

a different definition of δ was employed motivated by the thickness of a layer where particle 

adhesion can potentially occur, as δ = Dm + h, where Dm is the largest dimension of a particle, and 

h is the thickness of a layer which presents high probability of adhesion for particles in it. Thus, δ 

characterizes the probability of possible contact and particle adhesion with the wall. The most 

important factor in particle margination is the volume fraction of RBCs or HCT. As the HCT in 

blood vessels increases, RBCs fill more space in the vessel center and thereby force more particles 
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Figure 6.8 Computational results on particle margination trends: [A] Migration of RBCs in the pressure-driven 

flow toward the center of the vessel due to hydrodynamic lift force from the walls, leads to particle margination; 2D 

simulations reproduce qualitatively the margination trends in 3D; [B] center-of-mass (COM) distribution of micro-

particles in the vessel in blood flow with different hematocrits; [C] margination probability of spherical particles of 

different sizes as a function of HCT where margination probability is defined as the area under the COM distribution 

with a pre-defined distance δ away from the wall with δ = Dm + h, where Dm is the largest dimension of a particle, 

and h is the thickness of a layer which presents high probability of adhesion for particles in it (here, h = 100 nm); [D] 

margination probability of micro-particles with spherical and ellipsoidal shapes for different shear rates as a function 

of HCT; panels C and D show the 2D simulation results, indicating that microscale particles marginate more than 

nanoscale particles in presence of physiological HCT; furthermore, ellipsoidal microparticles possess a slightly higher 

margination probability compared to their spherical counterparts in presence of physiological HCT. 

 

toward the walls. This anticipated trend is illustrated in Figure 6.8C and D. The size of particles 

strongly affects this margination propensity. To that end, our simulations indicate that larger 

micro-particles marginate better in comparison to smaller nano-particles (Figure 6.8C). In fact, it 

has been demonstrated recently that nanoparticles because of their smaller size can easily occupy 

available space within RBC volume in the bulk flow (i.e. remain in the gaps between flowing 
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RBCs), and therefore, their margination is not very efficient.176 This was also used to leverage 

nanoparticle attachment to RBCs for ‘hitchhiking’ technology in drug delivery.88 Shape of the 

particles is also important in margination. Simulation results in Figure 6.8D show that the 

margination probability of ellipsoidal particles is larger than that of spherical particles for 

equivalent particle volumes. These findings are also consistent with previous investigation by 3D 

simulations.185 Once in the RBC-FL, ellipsoidal particles can also make a more frequent contact 

with the wall in comparison to spherical particles, since the largest dimension of ellipsoids is larger 

than the radius of a sphere with the same volume. Furthermore, by tumbling in shear flow within 

the RBC-FL, ellipsoidal particles collide with RBCs more frequently than spherical particles so 

that they are more efficiently pushed toward the wall (i.e. higher margination).  

 

6.4.2 Particle adhesion 

Since particle margination characterizes the frequency of particle contact with the wall, it 

therefore directly influences the adhesive interactions of particles to the wall. Also, retention of 

adhered particles on the wall is influenced by the drag force exerted on particles by the fluid and 

the resistance to lift-off imparted by the overall adhesion strength stemming from the total number 

of ligand interactions within the adhesion area. Figure 6.9 summarizes the results of these 

simulations for adhesion. The schematic of the different shapes of particles adhering to the wall is 

illustrated in Figure 6.9A, while Figure 6.9B shows how drag force can change depending on the 

shape as well as orientation (relative to wall) of particles. The results indicate that the drag on 

particles of different shapes for a fixed particle volume is not extremely different from each other, 

and that the drag on prolate or rod-like particles placed perpendicular to the flow is the highest. It 

is also important to note here that in Stokes flow regime, the lift force is zero for symmetric rigid 
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particles. Thus, spherical rigid particles will experience zero lift force; however, if these particles 

have a low probability of margination to the wall (e.g. spherical nanoparticles) or have a low 

adhesion strength at the wall, then their localization at the wall under blood flow conditions will 

be low. Adhesion strength of particles to the wall is directly associated with the surface area of the 

particle that participates in adhesion. Figure 6.9C shows a schematic of that for fixed particle 

volume, where non-spherical ellipsoidal shapes have a larger adhesion area in comparison to 

spherical particles.  

 

Figure 6.9 Computational results for adhesion of micro- and nano-particles: [A] Schematic of adhesion 

simulations where the drag force is proportional to the squared effective diameter (height) of the particle and this drag 

force is calculated for particles fixed at the wall; [B] Hydrodynamic drag force on particles with an equal volume 

normalized by the drag force on the spherical particle, showing that oblate ellipsoidal particles lying parallel to the 

surface will have the least extent of drag force on them; [C] Adhesion area is referred to the area on the particle 

(spherical or non-spherical) surface in a close distance of h ∼ 10 nm from the wall where non-specific or specific 

interactions can prevail and adhesion strength is defined as the output of total ligand interactions within the adhesion 

area in a close distance h = 10 nm to the wall and is normalized by a value for the spherical particle; [D] Illustration 

of two different possibilities for ligand decoration on particle surface: (i) constant ligand density (σL = constant) and 

(ii) constant total ligand number (NL = constant) at the particle surface; for experimental studies reported the particle 
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manufacture process kept NL constant; [E] Analytically calculated adhesion strength for different particle shapes shows 

that oblate shapes will have the highest strength of adhesion for both σL = constant and NL = constant scenarios. 

 

In case of specific molecular interactions, the adhesion strength also depends on the number 

of motifs (e.g. ligands) on the particle surface, which can interact with corresponding motifs (e.g. 

receptors) at the wall. For this reason, the adhesion area is calculated as the area of the particle that 

is located within a cutoff distance of approximately tens of nanometers, based the distance of 

common adhesive interactions.205 Furthermore, for ligand-decorated particles undergoing specific 

interactions with receptors on cells or proteins at the wall, there are two different ways for 

comparison of their adhesion between various particle geometries: (i) setting a constant number of 

ligands NL for all shapes (Figure 6.9D – path 1) or (ii) setting a constant ligand density σL 

independent of shape (Figure 6.9D – path 2). Path 1 describes the situation when spherical particles 

are surface-functionalized with a certain number of ligand-anchoring motifs or ligands themselves, 

and then they are stretched into their final shape with ligands finally anchored, which corresponds 

to our experimental procedure for particle fabrication and surface modification (Section 6.3.3). 

Path 2 corresponds to the case when different geometry particles are first manufactured and then 

their surface saturated with a constant density of ligands. To this end, one should note that per Path 

1, the overall surface density of ligands would be reduced in transitioning from spherical to non-

spherical shapes. However, in such scenarios low surface density of ligands might be sufficient for 

overall firm adhesion (and retention) of the particles if the individual ligand–receptor molecular 

interaction is strong enough (high affinity, e.g. biotin–avidin interaction used in current studies) or 

when the overall interaction of multiple ligands with corresponding receptors occurs over a large 

surface area (high avidity, e.g. non-spherical particles compared to spherical particles of same 

volume). Figure 6.9E compares adhesion strength for different particle shapes for the two cases 
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above. The simulation results clearly show that oblate ellipsoidal particles lead to the strongest 

adhesion in comparison to all other particles. In conclusion, the simulations suggest that the 

particles with non-spherical or flatter shapes such as oblate ellipsoids and discoids marginate and 

adhere better than symmetric spherical shapes, as they experience a lower drag force and expose 

a larger adhesion area in comparison to spherical particles. Furthermore, the simulations indicate 

that it is advantageous to have the size of particles in the micrometer range in comparison to 

nanometer-sized particles, as the larger particles seem to marginate much more efficiently.  

These simulation results are in line with our experimental findings that in the presence of RBC 

flow volume, the microscale particles have a higher propensity to marginate into the RBC-FL, as 

compared to their nano-sized counterparts. Further, the marginated particles with oblate ellipsoidal 

shape experience lower drag force at the wall and higher adhesive interaction area at the wall, 

compared to their spherical counterparts.  

 

6.5 Discussion 

In the area of targeted drug delivery systems, a majority of the reported intravenously 

administered particles are in the nanoscale size range and have a spherical shape. The emergence 

of nanoparticles was (i) to facilitate their navigation through microvascular networks without 

causing occlusion, (ii) to allow their extravasation and permeation across leaky endothelial barriers 

into diseased tissue (e.g. tumors), and (iii) to achieve high surface-to-volume ratio for drug or 

ligand incorporation. However, many of these nanoparticle-associated mechanisms are expected 

to occur only if the particles can get to the vascular wall (and beyond the wall) via convective–

diffusive trajectories in flow and margination. Several recent computational and experimental 

studies have indicated that compared to nanoscale particles, microscale particles have a higher 
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propensity to marginate through the RBC flow volume towards the wall.10,176,180,185 In addition, 

recent theoretical and computational studies have also indicated that non-spherical particles may 

have higher margination and adhesion probability at the wall due to a larger contact 

area.185,187,189,213 These reports have led to our current studies of correlating computational and 

experimental assessment of particle margination and adhesion across a wide variety of size and 

shape ranges of particles tested in presence of RBC flow. Furthermore, to ensure that once 

marginated, the particles can interact with the wall via specific high affinity mechanism, we 

utilized avidin–biotin interaction as a model, since it is one of the strongest known non-covalent 

interactions (KD = 10-15 M). To this end, the total number of ligands (NL) was kept theoretically 

constant among all shapes of nanoscale particles and among all shapes of microscale particles, 

such that the relative surface density of ligands was changed (reduced) when spherical particles 

were deformed into non-spherical shapes. 

Our computational study shows that microscale particles have a higher margination probability 

than nanoscale particles, and this probability increases with hematocrit (i.e. RBC fraction). Our 

microfluidic experimental studies indicate that in presence of RBCs, spherical nanoparticles and 

microparticles, as well as nanoparticles of prolate and rod shapes undergo significant reduction in 

localization at the wall. In contrast, non-spherical microparticles (and 500 nm particles) especially 

of oblate (ellipsoid or discoid) shape still show significant wall localization. This suggests 

significant promise of this size and shape range in designing drug delivery systems that can reach 

the wall with a higher probability and adhere (based on specific ligand–receptor interactions) to 

allow drug delivery at the wall or beyond. It is intuitive to point out here that circulating quiescent 

platelets, which are biconvex oblate (discoid) in geometry, are known to undergo enhanced 

margination in blood flow so as to be predominantly resident in a RBC-free zone near the vascular 
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wall for continuous hemostatic surveillance and this can be considered a nature-inspired design 

cue for vascular drug delivery systems.214–219 Also, it has been recently reported that even within 

the nanoscale domain, particle aspect ratios (i.e. shapes) can influence their permeation, diffusion 

and accumulation within tumors.220 However, it is important to consider that such mechanisms for 

nanoparticles can only occur once the particles are able to first get to the vascular walls via 

margination and then extravasate. Given that our computational and experimental studies with 

model particles indicate a low margination probability of nanoscale particles, this can be a 

consistent challenge in tumor-targeted drug delivery. To this end, an interesting design concept is 

that of a multiscale drug delivery system where drug-loaded nanoscale particles can be embedded 

or aggregated within microparticles such that the microparticles first marginate efficiently to the 

vascular wall and then release the nanoparticles at the wall for further extravasation and diffusion 

into the target tissue. The promise of such strategies has been recently reported with discoid silica 

particles and micro-scale aggregates of polymeric nanparticles221,222. In the context of our 

computational study, it should be noted that the margination results correspond to a final state (i.e. 

fully developed probability distribution) of this process, excluding any transient margination 

states. At the inlet of the microfluidic system, the distribution of suspended particles can be 

considered uniform across the channel cross-section, and a certain channel flow length is required 

for the particles to fully marginate. A characteristic margination length has been predicted to be 

nearly independent of the flow rate, but is proportional to H3 with H being the channel height and 

inversely proportional to Dm
2, referring to the particle size.223 Using this scaling, we estimate that 

complete particle margination in our microfluidic system may require several centimeters of 

channel length for some of the particle systems studied. In our experimental set-up, the avidin-

coated region on the glass slide surface is about 5 cm away from the flow inlet and thus, it is likely 
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that fully complete margination of suspended particles towards the avidin-coated region may not 

have been achieved for certain particle groups. This limitation should have a negligible effect on 

the adhesion of particles of different shapes with the same volume. However, the margination of 

large particles should proceed faster in comparison to small particles, since the margination length 

is inversely proportional to the particle size squared. Therefore, micrometer-sized particles exhibit 

not only more efficient margination, but also faster margination in comparison to their nanometer 

counterparts. Our quantitative results based on image analysis also indicate that for some particles 

there is a certain level of variability in ‘number of adhered particles per unit area’ over the 

experiment time period. This may be attributed to the orientation in which the particles, especially 

non-spherical ones, might have interacted with the target surface over time. For spherical particles, 

the orientation and surface-area of interaction with the target surface is uniform over time. 

However, for non-spherical particles, at any instant of time, the interaction may happen on their 

larger surface as well as their edge or smaller surface domains. Such orientation-based surface area 

of interaction may influence overall adhesion strength, so that weakly adhered particles may 

dislodge, flow away and re-bind relatively strongly due to the recirculating set-up of the 

experiments. These possibilities can influence overall quantity of particle adhesion over time for 

each particle type, to introduce some variabilities between results at 5 min, 15 min and 30 min. 

However, it becomes evident that over longer time periods (e.g. 30 min), the particles closer to 

microscale size range and of oblate (and rod) shaped geometry undergo significantly enhanced 

adhesion and retention on the target surface compared to their nanoscale and spherical (and prolate) 

counterparts. An additional area of design parameter that is yet to be studied across multiple size 

and shape ranges is particle elasticity (i.e. stiffness vs. deformability). Computational studies have 

indicated that highly deformable particles are prone to undergo a larger lift force due to 
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hydrodynamic interactions with the wall, resulting in their localization away from the wall206. This 

is evident for highly deformable healthy RBCs as they congregate in the center of the flow while 

rigid sickle RBCs show less propensity for such behavior.224–227 At the same time, some recent 

studies have shown that softer (low modulus) gel microparticles could marginate and adhere to 

vessel wall at low shear rates, while more rigid (high modulus) particles showed favorable 

margination and adhesion at high shear rates.228 In these studies, the softest particles had a Young’s 

modulus of 23 kPa and the most rigid particles had a Young’s modulus over 500 kPa. The reported 

Young’s modulus of normal healthy RBCs is 0.1 – 0.2 kPa while that for normal circulating 

platelets is 20–30 kPa.229,230 Thus the softest particles reported were essentially in the range of 

stiffness shown by circulating platelets that are known to have inherent property of higher 

margination. In another recent report, soft nanogel particles with modulus in the range of 48 – 71 

kPa were shown to be capable of efficient targeting to lung microvasculature, while their rigid 

counterparts were incapable.231 Therefore, such reports warrant continued computational and 

experimental efforts to elucidate the effect of particle elasticity integrated with particle size shape 

and surface-modifications, on margination probability and wall-adhesion efficacy. A persistent 

challenge in carrying out experimental studies across a wide range of sizes, shapes and elasticity 

parameters is the efficient manufacture of the corresponding particles at high yield with precisely 

controllable properties. In recent years, the emergence of unique particle fabrication approaches 

like ‘polymer replication in non-wetting template’ (PRINT®), nanoimprint lithography and 

template-induced thermostretching have opened the possibility to precisely modulate particle 

parameters and carry out detailed systematic studies to tailor specific drug delivery system design 

tailored to specific vascular profiles.28,231–233 Furthermore, nanofabrication and microfabrication 

techniques have presented the possibility of carrying out experimental studies in complex channel 
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networks that model microvasculature, where different particle geometries and moduli may 

provide unique functional outputs. Therefore, customizable drug delivery systems for enhanced 

performance in vascular applications can be envisioned.  

 

6.6 Conclusions 

Using computational approaches and experimental microfluidic studies with model nanoscale 

and microscale particles of four different geometries, we demonstrate the interplay between size 

and shape of particles regarding margination through RBC flow volume and adhesion at the wall 

in a hemodynamic environment. Our studies indicate that the presence of RBCs can significantly 

reduce the extent of particle localization at the vessel wall. Specifically, nanoparticles undergo 

substantially reduced localization and retention at the wall under a hemodynamically relevant RBC 

flow environment, compared to microparticles, irrespective of shape. Additionally, compared to 

spheres, anisotropic oblate and rod-shaped particles in the 500 nm–2 μm ESD range demonstrated 

the highest extent of wall-localization over time at various shear flow conditions in presence of 

RBCs. While majority of particulate DDSs are manufactured as spherical nanoparticles 50–200 

nm in diameter, our results suggest that these shape parameters may be less favorable for in vivo 

vascular delivery applications that require particle margination through RBC volume and surface-

interactive adhesion at the wall. These studies provide valuable design insight regarding the 

importance of tailoring and optimizing the size and shape of particles to enhance their margination 

and wall-adhesion capabilities in vascular targeted drug delivery applications. 
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7. Conclusions and future outlook 
 

7.1 Reflections 

Can we mimic physiological functions of biological systems using synthetic polymeric 

platforms? 

Advancements in vascular drug delivery have the potential to significantly improve treatment 

of many diseases, apart from vascular disorders. However, designing an effective delivery system 

requires overcoming several challenges related to biology, material science and engineering. As a 

result of which, there are relatively few approved clinical products. Therefore, it is crucial to 

understand the pros and cons of conventional DDSs and bridge the translational gap between them 

and the newly evolving technologies. One way is to draw inspiration from relevant biological 

entities and reproduce their functional aspects using material science principles in order to design 

efficient platforms for drug delivery. While mimicking the intricacies of complex biological 

processes is super-exciting, it is also important to keep the feasibility of clinical translation in 

mind. An ideal biomimetic system would be the one which can replicate the desired physiological 

function efficiently without complex chemical composition or processing involved. 

With this rationale, many bio-inspired approaches have been developed for different 

applications in biomedical field. However, platelets have remained a cornerstone for biomimetic 

approaches in vascular targeted delivery owing to their exceptional quality to interact with the 

vasculature.  Numerous innovative designs have evolved over the years to achieve platelet-like 

characteristics as discussed in Chapter 3. Following similar principles, we have developed 2 

distinct peptide-mediated, yet orthogonal polymeric platforms to tackle the problems of 

hemorrhage and thrombosis, respectively.  
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While natural platelets are very efficient at their hemostatic functions, they are challenged 

by their ex vivo handling. Therefore, there is a need to replace these natural cells with more robust 

synthetic analogs. While effective, most particulate intravenous hemostats suffer from storage and 

stability issues identical to their natural counterparts. For point-of-care administration, it is 

important that the synthetic hemostats can withstand ambient storage conditions in a readily 

injectable form. With this in mind, we designed a simplistic model based on hyaluronic acid-

peptide conjugates for supplementing hemostasis in traumatic situations. This platform combines 

the robust processability of polymers along with the specificity of peptides to target injury site. 

Furthermore, it also provides possibilities to attach additional moieties on the polymeric backbone 

via readily tunable chemistries. The macromolecular structure of these constructs can also facilitate 

formation of self-assemblies that can be responsive to various stimuli, thus adding to its biomedical 

applicability.   

In contrast to the above situation, thrombolytic treatment needs to be administered in a 

controlled clinical environment owing to high potency of the drugs involved. For example, tissue 

plasminogen activator is a highly effective biopharmaceutical drug used in the treatment of stroke. 

However, its poor pharmacokinetic properties can lead to severe systemic side-effects. Therefore, 

for safe therapy, it is imperative to encapsulate or block this drug’s active site till it reaches its 

target site and then control its release. While encapsulation in particulate carriers is a safer way to 

protect the drug from the body and vice versa, these carriers suffer from issues like poor transport 

properties, easy clearance, etc. and thus the original goal of effectively delivering tPA to the target 

site remains unachieved. Hence, in this drug delivery problem, we decided to not only mimic the 

biochemical interactions of platelets in a thrombus, but also to mimic their physico-mechanical 

features which govern their prolonged, near-vascular transport in the body. To achieve this, a well-
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established layer-by-layer technology was used. This multilayered self-assembly allows easy 

tunability of the particle deformability, along with providing multitude of options for selecting the 

chemical composition of the template as well as the shell. While we chose to utilize a functionally 

inert albumin surface for functionalization with targeting peptides, several types of proteins, 

polymers, cell membranes, phospholipids, etc. can be used depending on desired functionality. 

Choice of template materials also adds to the available degrees of freedom to tune the particle 

properties. Following this rationale, we achieved safe encapsulation of the protein in actively 

targeted LbL microcapsules, thus integrating the biochemical and physico-mechanical features of 

natural platelets on synthetic platform. 

Thus, in this thesis, we employed two distinct synthetic platforms- polymer conjugates and 

multilayer assemblies to tackle vascular disorders like hemorrhage and thrombosis via platelet 

biomimicry. These platforms can also be further modified to interchange or expand their 

functionalities for treating other pathologies. While the scope of this work was limited to vascular 

drug delivery, inspiration from biological systems can be utilized for numerous applications, 

biomedical or otherwise.  

 

How does the geometry of particulate drug carriers affect their performance in vivo? 

Particulate drug carriers have come a long way in terms of tailoring the physical and chemical 

properties for efficient biomedical functioning. With the advent of time, newer parameters 

affecting the performance of these DDSs are being discovered. Inspired by biological 

heterogeneity in size, shape, surface chemistry, mechanical elasticity and surface texture of 

different entities and their efficient functionalities, researchers have widely explored the effect of 

these parameters on synthetic materials. Though current clinical drug carriers still heavily rely on 
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nano-spherical geometry, recent advances in novel fabrication techniques like PRINT, polymer 

film stretching, etc. are opening new avenues for easy, mass-production of non-spherical particles 

for clinical testing. 

As of now, several fundamental and pre-clinical studies on the effect of carrier geometry have 

been reported. It may not be an overstatement to say that carrier geometry has an impact on almost 

every physiological phenomenon - be it phagocytosis,165,234 endocytosis,16 organ biodistribution,235 

etc. During the course of this thesis, we attempted to expand this knowledge by studying the 

influence of particle geometry on their transport across the vascular compartment. Indeed, platelet-

like microdisks showed highest interaction and retention at the endothelial surface. Furthermore, 

in parallel studies, we also showed that keeping the material constant and simply changing the 

particle geometry significantly affects the immune response of the body.88 This discovery has huge 

implications in minimizing the adverse effects of conventional nanoparticles in sensitive patients. 

Controlled shape modification of existing FDA-approved materials to suit the desired biomedical 

application can drastically enhance the clinical performance of these platforms.  

 

7.2 Conclusion 

To summarize, drug delivery is a multidisciplinary field whose progress goes hand-in-hand 

with advances in fundamental biology, material science and engineering, as well as computational 

models. Blending the sophistication of nature with these technical advances can result in superior 

synthetic systems for biomedical applications. The numerous degrees of freedom associated with 

biological systems should be considered as a powerful tool to modulate their behavior, rather than 

an intimidating challenge. 
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Appendices 
 

A. Supplementary Information: Intravenously promoting coagulation through peptide-

mediated action of hyaluronic acid 

 

 

Figure A.1 1H NMR spectrum of HA/VBP/Alexa Fluor® 647 conjugates, VBP and HA/Alexa Fluor® 647.  
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Figure A.2  1H NMR spectrum of HA/CBP/Alexa Fluor® 647 conjugates, CBP and HA/Alexa Fluor® 647.  
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Figure A.3 GPC profiles of (a) Alexa Fluor 647®-HA, (b) Alexa Fluor 647®-HA-VBP and (c) Alexa Fluor 647®-

HA-CBP 

 

 
Figure A.4 Laceration template used for inducing tail vein injury. (A) Top view, (B) Side view and (C) Isotropic 

view of the polycarbonate laceration template representing dimensions used for its fabrication. While the semi-

circular groove holds the tail, the orthogonal slit is used to guide the scalpel while inducing injury.  
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Figure A.5 Pilot studies to determine optimum dosage of HA-CBP-VBP for hemostatic efficacy studies. 

Increasing dosage from 3mg/kg to 12mg/kg of HA-CBP-VBP showed a decreasing trend in the bleeding time. 

12mg/kg HA-CBP-VBP (equivalent to 4.6 mg/kg HA) was chosen for further efficacy and biodistribution studies. 

 

 

 

Figure A. 6 Preliminary studies in thrombocytopenic BALB/c mice. (A) Graph representing total blood loss over 

20 minute observation time, following injury. (B) Graph representing the significant difference in the bleeding 

kinetics in injured, thrombocytopenic mice treated with HA-CBP-VBP (4.6 mg/kg equivalent HA dose). 
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B. Supplementary Information: Development of platelet-inspired carriers for targeted 

thrombolytic therapy  

 

 

Figure A.7 Porous, spherical vaterite microspheres as LbL templates. Presence of Fourier transform infrared 

peaks at 1399.13 cm-1, 1088.57 cm-1, 877.12 cm-1 and 744.88 cm-1 indicates vaterite crystal structure of synthesized 

CaCO3 particles.236 2 μm spherical, porous particles observed under SEM further confirms the crystal structure.  

 

Figure A.8 Typical force (F) - indentation (0) curve collected over a microcapsule for elastic modulus 

measurements. The data was fitted to a standard Hertzian contact mechanics model.  
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C. Computation models and simulation approaches 

 

Red blood cell and particle membrane model 

Membranes are represented by a triangulated mesh of linked vertices and possess elasticity, 

bending rigidity, and area and volume conservation. To model the elasticity of the membrane, 

the worm-like chain (WLC) bonds are used between every two linked vertices, as 

𝑈𝑊𝐿𝐶(𝑥)  =  𝑘𝐵𝑇 
𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥

4 𝜉𝑝
 
3 𝑥2 − 2 𝑥3

1 −𝑥
  

where 𝑙max and 𝜉p are respectively the maximum length and persistence length, and 𝑥 = 

𝑙/𝑙max with 𝑙 being the current bond length. A repulsive potential is added to the WLC potential, 

in order to have a non-zero equilibrium length for bonds. It is given as 

𝑈𝑃𝑂𝑊(𝑙)  =  −
𝑘𝑝

1 −  𝛼
 𝑙1−𝛼 

The shear modulus, 𝜇o can be derived from these potentials. 

The bending potential is applied to each pair of adjacent triangles and reads 

𝑈𝑏(𝜃)  =  𝑘𝑏 (1 −  𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃 −  𝜃0)) 

where 𝑘𝑏 is the bending constant, which can be related to the bending modulus. 𝜃 and 𝜃0 are 

respectively the instantaneous and spontaneous angles between the normal of two adjacent 

triangles sharing the bond. 

For area and volume conservation, a harmonic potential is used. For the case of global area, it 

reads 

𝑈𝐴 =
1

2
𝑘𝑎   

(𝐴 −  𝐴0)2

𝐴0
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where 𝐴 and 𝐴0 are the instantaneous and spontaneous global areas. Similar harmonic potentials 

are considered for local triangle areas, and global volume of the whole mesh. The stiffness 

constants for these potentials are tabulated in Table A.1. 

Table A.1 Membrane properties.𝝉 = 𝜼𝑫𝒆𝒇𝒇
𝟑 /𝜅c is the RBC relaxation time, with 𝜂, 𝑫𝒆𝒇𝒇, 𝜅c being the viscosity, 

the effective diameter of RBCs 𝑫𝒆𝒇𝒇 =  𝑨/𝝅, and the bending modulus, respectively. 

Type Value Description 

𝑁v 500 Number of vertices 

                     𝐴0 (µm)2 133 Global area 

                     𝑉0 (µm3) 92.5 Global volume 

𝜅c / kBT 70 Bending rigidity 

𝜇𝑜(𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓
3  /𝜅𝑐 ) 4160 Shear modulus 

𝑘𝑎(𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓
2  /𝜅𝑐) 29600 Global area stiffness 

𝑘𝑑(𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓
2  / 𝜅𝑐) 604 Local area stiffness 

𝑘𝑣(𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓
3  / 𝜅𝑐) 196200 Global volume stiffness 

 

The repulsive part of the Lennard-Jones (LJ) 12-6 potential is applied to the pairwise interaction 

of RBC vertices between different RBCs, to avoid overlap. The LJ energy is equal to 1𝑘B𝑇, and 

the LJ length unit is taken equal to the equilibrium bond length between linked vertices. 

 

Fluid model 

In 3D, smoothed dissipative particle dynamics (SDPD) is used for fluid particles. In 2D, 

dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) with higher density is enough to model hydrodynamic 

effects correctly. In both methods, fluid particles interact through conservative, dissipative, and 
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random forces within a cutoff radius 𝑟c. The SDPD method parameters used in simulations are 

given in Table A.2. More details on the DPD and SDPD methods are found here.194–196 

 

Table A.2. SDPD fluid properties. The unit length 𝑙 and unit mass 𝑚 are taken as unity and 𝑘B𝑇 = 0.4 in the 

simulations.  
Type Value Description 

𝜌0 (𝑚/𝑙3) 3 Reference density 

𝜌0 (𝑘B𝑇/𝑙3) 250 Reference pressure 

𝜌 = 𝜌
𝑎

 (
𝜌

𝜌
0

)

7

− 𝜌
0

 

State equation 

𝜂 (√𝑚𝑘𝐵𝑇 / 𝑙2
) 125 Viscosity 

𝑟c (𝑙) 1.5 Interaction cutoff 

 

Coupling and boundary conditions 

The SDPD fluid particles are coupled to membrane vertices by simple DPD potential without 

the conservative part. The strength of the coupling is determined by the density of membrane 

vertices, fluid density, viscosity, etc. The boundary conditions in the flow and vorticity 

directions are periodic. In the velocity gradient direction, the flow is bound by solid walls, as 

explained in Chapter 6. 

 

2D simulations 

In 2D, the membranes are modeled by closed chains of beads and springs. The bending potential 

is implemented for each pair of adjacent bonds through an angle potential. The volume 

conservation is changed to area conservation, while the area conservation is changed to 

circumference conservation. Instead of SDPD, DPD fluid with a higher density is chosen for 

modeling hydrodynamic effects. 2D simulation parameters are tabulated in Table 6.1. 
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Table A.3. 2D simulation parameters compared to their 3D counterparts. All other parameters are equal to their 

3D counterparts. Here, 𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓 =  𝐿
𝜋⁄ , 𝐿 being the periphery of the 2D cell. 

 

 

Figure A.9. Schematics of the models used in the 2D and 3D simulations. The membrane vertices are shown with 

smaller beads than their actual size for more clarity. The 2D membranes have similar dimensions with their 3D 

counterparts. 

Type Value Description 

𝐿 (𝑙) 19.2 Periphery 

𝐴 (𝑙2) 13.6 Area 

𝑘B𝑇 1 Thermal energy 

𝜂 (√𝑚𝑘𝐵𝑇 /𝑙) 144.4 Viscosity 

𝜌0 (𝑚/𝑙2) 5 Density 

𝑟c (𝑙) 1.5 Interaction cutoff 

𝑎 (𝑘B𝑇/𝑙) 40 DPD conservative force constant 

𝜅𝑐 𝑘𝐵𝑇⁄  20 Bending rigidity 

𝜇𝑜(𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓
2 𝜅𝑐⁄ ) 2800 Shear modulus 

𝑘𝑣(𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓
2 𝜅𝑐⁄ ) 1900 Global area stiffness 

𝑘𝑎(𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝜅𝑐⁄ ) 306 Global periphery stiffness 
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Figure A.10 Representative fluorescent images at 5, 15 and 30 min time-point. Comparing adhesion of biotinylated 

200 nm diameter PS nanospheres vs. 2 µm diameter PS microspheres adhering to avidin-coated surface under flow 

of PBS vs. 0.4 HCT (40% v/V RBC) at low (5 dyn.cm-2) and high (60 dyn.cm-2) shear flow conditions. 
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Figure A.11 Representative fluorescent images at 5, 15 and 30 min time-point, comparing biotinylated prolate 

particles stretched from 200 nm diameter nanospheres vs. 2 µm diameter microspheres, adhering to avidin-coated 

surface under flow of PBS vs. 0.4 HCT (40% v/V RBC) at low (5 dyn.cm-2) and high (60 dyn.cm-2) shear flow 

conditions. 
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Figure A.12 Representative fluorescent images at 5, 15 and 30 min time-point, comparing biotinylated oblate 

(discoid) particles stretched from 200 nm diameter PS nanospheres vs. 2 µm diameter PS microspheres, adhering to 

avidin-coated surface under flow of PBS vs. 0.4 HCT (40% v/V RBC) at low (5 dyn.cm-2) and high (60 dyn.cm-2) 

shear flow conditions.
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Figure A.13 Representative fluorescent images at 5, 15 and 30 min time-point, comparing biotinylated rod-

shaped particles stretched from 200 nm diameter PS nanospheres vs. 2 µm diameter PS microspheres, adhering to 

avidin-coated surface under flow of PBS vs. 0.4 HCT (40% v/V RBC) at low (5 dyn.cm-2) and high (60 dyn.cm-2) 

shear flow conditions. 
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Figure A.14 Adhesion data of biotinylated particles of various shapes and sizes binding to avidin-coated surface 

in parallel plate flow chamber under flow of 0.2 HCT (20% v/V RBCs) at low (5 dyn.cm-2), moderate (30 

dyn.cm-2) and high (60 dyn.cm-2) conditions; Results indicate that in presence of 0.2 HCT flow, over time, non-

spherical particles show higher adhesion and retention at the wall compared to spherical particles, and microscale 

ellipsoid (oblate) particles show the highest levels of wall-adhesion; This trend was found to be also conserved at 

physiological RBC (0.4 HCT) flow as indicated in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6. 

 

 

Figure A.15 Scanning electron micrographs of biotinylated particles with spherical, prolate (AR5), rod (AR10) 

and oblate (discoid) geometries; the biotinylation method is described in Section 6.3.3. As evident, the biotinylation 

process did not impact the overall starting geometry of the particles. 
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Figure A.16 HABA assay based characterization of surface-biotinylation on nanoparticles and microparticles of 

various geometries representative of the library of particles studied for adhesion capabilities on avidin-coated slides 

in microfluidic chamber. 


